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Abstract

Modern software systems evolve steadily. Software developers change the software

codebase every day to add new features, to improve the performance, or to fix bugs.

Despite extensive testing and code inspection processes before releasing a new

software version, the chance of introducing new bugs is still high. A code that

worked yesterday may not work today, or it can show a degraded performance

causing software regression. The laws of software evolution state that the

complexity increases as software evolves. Such increasing complexity makes software

maintenance harder and more costly. In a typical software organization, the cost of

debugging, testing, and verification can easily range from 50% to 75% of the total

development costs.

Given that human resources are the main cost factor in the software maintenance

and the software codebase evolves continuously, this dissertation tries to answer the

following question: How can we help developers to localize the software defects more

effectively during software development? We answer this question in three aspects.

First, we propose an approach to localize failure-inducing changes for crashing

bugs. Assume the source code of a buggy version, a failing test, the stack trace of the

crashing site, and a previous correct version of the application. We leverage program

analysis to contrast the behavior of the two software versions under the failing test.

The difference set is the code statements which contribute to the failure site with a

high probability.

Second, we extend the version comparison technique to detect the leak-inducing

defects caused by software changes. Assume two versions of a software codebase (one

previous non-leaky and the current leaky version) and the existing test suite of the

application. First, we compare the memory footprint of the code locations between

two versions. Then, we use a confidence score to rank the suspicious code statements,

i.e., those statements which can be the potential root causes of memory leaks. The

higher the score, the more likely the code statement is a potential leak.

Third, our observation on the related work about debugging and fault localization

reveals that there is no empirical study which characterizes the properties of the leak-

inducing defects and their repairs. Understanding the characteristics of the real defects

caused by resource and memory leaks can help both researchers and practitioners to
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improve the current techniques for leak detection and repair. To fill this gap, we

conduct an empirical study on 491 reported resource and memory leak defects from

15 large Java applications. We use our findings to draw implications for leak avoidance,

detection, localization, and repair.
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Zussamenfassung

Moderne Softwaresysteme entwickeln sich ständig weiter. Softwareentwickler ändern

jeden Tag die Codebasis der Software, um neue Funktionen hinzuzufügen, die

Leistung zu verbessern oder Fehler zu beheben. Trotz umfangreicher Test- und

Code-Inspektionsprozesse vor der Veröffentlichung einer neuen Softwareversion ist

die Chance, neue Fehler einzuführen, immer noch hoch. Ein Code, der gestern

funktioniert hat, funktioniert heute möglicherweise nicht, oder er kann eine

verminderte Leistung aufweisen, die eine Software-Regression verursacht. Die

Gesetze der Softwareentwicklung besagen, dass die Komplexität mit der

Entwicklung der Software zunimmt. Diese zunehmende Komplexität macht die

Softwarepflege schwieriger und kostspieliger. In einem typischen

Softwareunternehmen können die Kosten für Debugging, Test und Verifikation leicht

zwischen 50% und 75% des gesamten Entwicklungskosten betragen.

Da die Personalressourcen der Hauptkostenfaktor in der Softwarepflege sind und

sich die Software-Codebasis kontinuierlich weiterentwickelt, versucht diese Arbeit,

die folgende Frage zu beantworten: Wie können wir Entwicklern helfen, die Fehler

während der Softwareentwicklung effektiver zu lokalisieren? Wir beantworten diese

Frage in drei Aspekten.

Zuerst schlagen wir einen Ansatz zur Lokalisierung von fehlerinduzierenden

Änderungen für abstürzende Fehler vor. Nehmen wir den Quellcode einer

fehlerhaften Version, einen fehlerhaften Test, den Stack-Trace der abstürzenden

Seite und eine vorherige korrekte Version der Anwendung an. Wir nutzen die

Programmanalyse, um das Verhalten der beiden Softwareversionen unter dem

Misserfolgstest gegenüberzustellen. Der Differenzsatz sind die Codeanweisungen, die

mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit zur Fehlerstelle beitragen.

Zweitens erweitern wir die Methode des Versionsvergleichs, um die

leckinduzierenden Fehler zu erkennen, die durch Softwareänderungen verursacht

werden. Annehmend zwei Versionen einer Software-Codebasis (eine vorhergehende

leckfreie und die aktuelle leckbehaftete Version) und die bestehende Testsuite der

Anwendung. Zuerst vergleichen wir den Speicherbedarf der Codepositionen



zwischen zwei Versionen. Dann verwenden wir einen Vertrauensscore, um die

verdächtigen Code-Anweisungen zu bewerten, d. h. diejenigen Anweisungen, die die

potenziellen Grundursachen für Speicherlecks sein können. Je höher der Wert, desto

wahrscheinlicher ist es, dass die Code-Anweisung ein potenzielles Leck ist.

Drittens zeigt unsere Beobachtung der damit verbundenen Arbeiten zum

Debugging und zur Fehlerlokalisierung, dass es keine empirische Studie gibt, die die

Eigenschaften der leckinduzierenden Defekte und ihrer Reparaturen

charakterisiert. Das Verständnis der Eigenschaften der realen Defekte, die durch

Ressourcen- und Speicherlecks verursacht werden, kann sowohl Forschern als auch

Praktikern helfen, die aktuellen Techniken zur Leckerkennung und -behebung zu

verbessern. Um diese Lücke zu schließen, führen wir eine empirische Studie über 491

gemeldete Ressourcen- und Speicherleckfehler aus 15 großen Java-Anwendungen

durch. Wir nutzen unsere Ergebnisse, um Implikationen für die Vermeidung,

Erkennung, Lokalisierung und Reparatur von Lecks zu ermitteln.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today’s software systems become more extensive and more complicated because of

growth in size and functionality. Lehman states in his laws of software evolution [67]

that the software complexity increases as it evolves. Such increasing complexity

confronts software maintenance (i.e., debugging, testing, and verification) with more

challenges. Fixing a bug or adding a new feature can introduce new bugs [135].

Debugging becomes harder and more expensive in cases of non-functional defects, i.e.,

those defects which do not violate the semantics of the functions such as memory leaks

or performance bugs. These bugs often skip the functional testing phase and only

become visible in the production environment. Hence, they can impose a significant

economic impact. For example, a memory leak in Amazon’s EC2 cloud service caused

a partial outage in October 2012, affecting operations of hundreds of EC2 customers1.

In a typical software organization, the cost of debugging, testing, and verification can

easily range from 50% to 75% of the total development cost [31, 47].

How can we help developers to localize the software defects more effectively during

software development? The statement of this dissertation is to answer this question

analytically and empirically in three aspects: 1) Scalable isolation of failure-inducing

changes; 2) Automated memory leak diagnosis via version comparison; 3) Empirical

study on resource and memory leaks. In the following, we describe these aspects in

more detail.

1https://aws.amazon.com/de/message/680342
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1. Introduction

1.1 Scalable Isolation of Failure-Inducing Changes

Automated debugging techniques attempt to find the causes of a program failure

without or with minimal human interactions. Many previous works proposed different

approaches to solving this problem [125]. Most of them report a ranking list of the

suspicious code locations to the programmer. By examining them, the programmer

is likely to identify the root cause of the defect.

Despite indisputable advances [11, 27, 35, 58, 69, 102], automated debugging is

still facing significant challenges preventing its widespread adoption in practice [98].

Two reasons contribute to this situation. First, only pointing to the suspicious

statements does not help developers to understand the root cause of the defects. In

most of the cases, the root causes of the failure are in different code locations than

the failure site (even in different files). Lack of precision is the other weakness of the

automated debugging techniques. Even reporting only 1% of the code locations as

the search space for the root causes of the defects is not precise enough in case of

large applications. Such a level of specificity means that on a project with 100k lines

of code (LOC), a developer still needs to examine 1000 lines to find the cause of the

defect. That is beyond the average acceptance level of programmers. Most users

only inspect the first page of the debugging reports [98], reducing the efficiency of

such techniques for large-scale projects.

In this dissertation, we attempt to approach the latter problem. Our observation

of the current software development reveals that modern software evolves through

a series of minor changes resulting in many intermediate versions between the two

major releases of software. Developers test each minor version thoroughly using the

application’s test suite and perform code review processes before releasing a new

version. This is a typical approach in modern software development, for example in

the setup of continuous integration and deployment [141].

We revisit the version comparison technique to localize newly introduced defects

in the latest development version of the software. Version comparison contrasts the

behavior of two software versions under the execution of an existing test suite. We

leverage static and dynamic analysis and compare the sets of statements executed

in the latest (faulty) version against those executed in a previous (correct) version.
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Here, we assume that at least one test case fails using the new (faulty) version, while

the same test case passes using the previous version.

1.2 Automated Memory Leak Diagnosis via Version

Comparison

In memory-managed languages such as Java, C#, or Python, a component called

garbage collector (GC) is responsible for memory management. Garbage collector

allocates memory, finds the unused objects, and frees the heap memory. To find the

unused objects, GC approximates the object liveness by its reachability. It means

that the objects which are unused but still reachable from the root objects can skip

this process. In such cases, memory leaks might occur. A common case is forgotten

references from the collections [131]. For example, objects encapsulating requests to a

web server are often referenced from a collection (e.g., list or map) which implements

a processing queue. If the reference is not removed from the queue after the request

is processed, the garbage collector cannot dispose of the associated object resulting

in a memory leak.

Leaks are notoriously hard to detect, reproduce, and fix. First, there is a long

latency between triggering a leak and the manifestation of visible symptoms such as

memory bloat or performance degradation [49]. Second, the leaks are sensitivity to

inputs and execution environments [16]. Therefore, many of such defects escape in-

house quality assurance measures including unit, integration, and even performance

testing. If these bugs occur in a production environment, they can impose a significant

economic impact.

Leak diagnosis is an essential problem for both researchers and practitioners. An

empirical study [75] on the publications of the top-tier Software Engineering

conferences reveals that the detection and root cause analysis of memory leaks is

among the top 10 highly rated research ideas. Several tools [38, 49, 86] and research

techniques are developed and designed to help developers to detect and isolate

resource and memory leaks. Most of these approaches follow a “symptom to root

cause” method [130]. One strategy is to apply staleness (time since the last use of
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an object) analysis to identify “dead” objects - those objects which can not be

accessed for a long time [16, 50, 60, 93, 132]. Another group of work is based on

analyzing heap growth [23, 59, 111, 112]. The other direction is analysis of the

captured state [28, 86, 88, 129]. Most of these works assume that a leak has been

already observed and the test code triggering the leak is also available. These

approaches help developers with isolating the root causes of the leaks at the cost of

a proprietary execution environment (e.g., a modified JVM [16]) or significant

execution slowdown (e.g., 300-400% slowdown [132]). Recent approaches for

C/C++ focus on performance efficiency and promise slowdown of ≤ 3% [60].

However, none of these works address that new software projects: 1) evolve as a

series of relatively small code changes, and 2) often provide an extensive test suite.

In this work we exploit (1) for an anomaly detection-based approach for leak

diagnosis, and (2) for triggering memory leaks during in-house testing. Our

approach supports the automated diagnosis of memory leaks during software

development and helps to isolate the root cause if a leak is already detected. It

requires only minimal modification on the software testing framework with no

changes in the source code of tests and software. This property makes our approach

applicable to the existing projects. Since our method is an anomaly detection

technique, it is unnecessary to execute the tests until significant memory bloat

occurs (such memory bloat is a prerequisite for most existing techniques for leak

detection). Therefore, the diagnosis time remains proportional to the time for

executing the project’s test code.

Inspired by the delta debugging technique [138] for the isolation of “crashing”

errors, we use software version comparison to uncover memory-related anomalies of

the current (latest) software version. In this way, we can extract additional

information which is not available when investigating each software version by itself.

We use the heap growth as a symptom for leak detection. Assume two versions of a

software codebase (one previous non-leaky and the current leaky version) and the

existing test suite of the application. For each software version, we collect the

memory usage of the code statements exercised during the execution of the

application’s test suite. Afterward, we compare the memory profiles of the two
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versions. Finally, we assign a suspiciousness score to each exercised code statement.

The higher the score, the more likely the code statement be the root cause of a leak.

1.3 Empirical Study on Resource and Memory Leaks

Many academic studies, language features, and tool supports propose techniques for

detecting and localizing of leak-inducing defects. However, the impact of these efforts

depends on whether they target common or rare issue types, whether they can handle

complicated cases, and whether their assumptions are realistic enough to apply in

practice. Programming language enhancement (e.g., try-with-resources) or tools

(e.g., FindBugs, Infer) help us only to find the resource leaks. Many of the academic

works are motivated by anecdotal evidence or by empirical data collected only from

small sets of defects. For example, Xu and Rountev [131] propose a method for

detecting memory leaks caused by obsolete references from within object containers

but provide only limited evidence that this is a frequent cause of leak-related bugs

in real-world applications. As another example, Leakbot [88] introduces multiple

sophisticated object filtering methods based on observations derived from only five

large Java commercial applications.

A systematic empirical study of a large sample of leak-related defects from

real-world applications can help both researchers and practitioners to have a better

understanding of the current challenges on leak diagnosis. We believe such a study

can be beneficial in the following directions: 1) A representative study can

characterize the current approaches for leak diagnosis used in practice; 2) It helps

programmers to avoid mistakes made by the other programmers and shows some of

the best practices for leak diagnosis; 3) It can act as a verification for the

assumptions used in previous work.

To the best of our knowledge, the research body of empirical studies on resource

and memory leak-related defects is relatively thin in comparison with the vast body

of studies about other bug types (e.g., semantic or performance bugs). The existing

studies [78, 115] provide only a little information about the characteristics of detection

types, root causes, and repair actions of leak defects. To fill this gap, we conduct a
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detailed empirical study on 491 real-world memory, and resource leak defects gathered

from 15 large, open-source Java applications.

We manually study the collected issues and their properties: leak types, detection

types, common root causes, repair actions, and complexity of fix patches. Based on

our findings, we draw several implications on how to improve avoidance, detection,

localization, and repair of leak defects.

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following contributions:

• We propose and implement an approach for isolation of failure-inducing changes

with leveraging static and dynamic analysis (Chapter 3). Our approach requires

a failing test, a previous correct and current buggy version of the software, and

a failing test. Given these requirements, first, we collect all code locations

which affect the failure using backward slicing. Then, we intersect this subset

of code with the code changes between two software versions to show which

code locations should be instrumented. After instrumenting the intersection,

we execute the failing test with both correct and buggy versions to get the

coverage profile for each software version. Finally, we compare the coverage

profiles to identify the statements which are likely to be the root cause of the

defect.

• We propose an approach for memory leak detection based on version

comparison (Chapter 4). Similar to our approach in Chapter 3, we use the

changes between two consecutive versions to isolate the root causes of memory

leaks. In contrast to the approach for crashing bugs (Chapter 3), we use all

existing tests from the applications’ test suite for leak detection. We propose a

confidence measure which assigns a suspiciousness score to the code locations

which allocate memory. The higher the confidence score, the more likely that

the code location is a potential root cause of a memory leak. Contrary to

previous approaches on memory leak detection, our approach can be used
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during the development phase and before visible memory bloat occurs, in a

time proportional to the execution of a test.

• We conduct an empirical study on 491 leak-related bugs from 15 mature, large

Java applications to understand the characteristics of memory and resource

leaks reported in bug trackers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

work which studies the leak-related bugs from real-world

applications comprehensively while using a large set of issues from diverse

open-source applications. We propose taxonomies for the leak types, for the

detection methods, for the root causes, and the repair actions (Chapter 5). We

draw a set of implications which can help both practitioners and researchers to

improve existing techniques for leak avoidance, detection, and diagnosis.

1.5 Papers Appeared

The content of this dissertation has appeared partially in the following papers

published (or submitted) in peer-reviewed conferences and journals:

• M. Ghanavati, D. Costa, J. Seboek, D. Lo, and A. Andrzejak. Memory and

Resource Leak Defects and their Repairs in Java Projects. Accepted to be

published in Springer Journal of Empirical Software Engineering, DOI:

10.1007/s10664-019-09731-8 (preprint: http://arxiv.org/abs/1810.00101).

• M. Ghanavati, D. Costa, J. Seboek, D. Lo, and A. Andrzejak. Memory and

Resource Leak Defects in Java Projects: An Empirical Study. In the Companion

Proceedings of ACM/IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering

(ICSE) 2018.

• M. Ghanavati and A. Andrzejak. Automated Memory Leak Diagnosis by

Regression Testing. In the Proceedings of Source Code Analysis and

Manipulation (SCAM) 2015.

• M. Ghanavati, A. Andrzejak, and Z. Dong. Scalable Isolation of

Failure-Inducing Changes via Version Comparison. In the Proceedings of
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International Workshop on Program Debugging at IEEE ISSRE 2013 (Best

Paper Award).

The following papers are also in the line of this dissertation (not included in the

dissertation):

• A. Andrzejak, F. Eichler, and M. Ghanavati. Detection of Memory Leaks in

C/C++ Code via Machine Learning. In the Proceedings of Workshop on

Software Aging and Rejuvenation (WoSAR) at ISSRE 2017.

• Z. Dong, M. Ghanavati, and A. Andrzejak. Automated Diagnosis of Software

Misconfigurations Based on Static Analysis. In the Proceedings of International

Workshop on Program Debugging (IWPD) at IEEE ISSRE 2013.

1.6 Overview and Organization

This dissertation is principally positioned in the domain of software testing,

debugging, and evolution.

In Chapter 2, we introduce terminologies, background, and related work. In

Section 2.1, we explain program analysis and survey the fault localization

techniques for crashing bugs. Section 2.2 describes resource and memory

management in Java, resource and memory leaks and the detection techniques.

In Chapter 3, we introduce a new technique to isolate the failure-inducing changes

for functional bugs. Given two versions of a codebase, a test (which passes with the

previous version and fails with the newer version), and a stack trace of the failure, we

leverage both static and dynamic analyses to localize the faulty code. We evaluate

our technique on four real cases. In three cases, our technique can precisely pinpoint

the faulty change or at least the method containing the faulty change.

In Chapter 4, we present a new technique to diagnose memory leaks in the presence

of software regression. Given two versions of a codebase and a test suite (provided

with the codebase), we instrument the codebase of the program to collect the memory-

related information during the execution of the tests. Then, we assign a suspiciousness

score to the code locations in the collected profiles. Top-ranked entries in the ranking

list are highly likely to be the potential memory leaks. We evaluate our approach on
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seven real-world leak-inducing defects. Results show that our approach has sufficient

detection accuracy and is useful in isolating the leaky code statements.

In Chapter 5, we conduct an empirical study on real memory and resource leak

defects and their repairs collected from 491 real resource and memory leaks from 15

mature Java projects. We propose taxonomies for the leak types, for the defects

causing them, and for the repair actions. We use the results of our findings to draw

implications about leak detection, fault localization, and root-cause analysis.

We conclude this dissertation in Chapter 6 with a summary of the contributions

and discuss possible future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

Automated debugging and fault localization has attracted a great deal of interest

among researchers and practitioners. There is a large body of related work on

debugging and fault localization. Wong et al. [125] surveyed more than 400 papers

on fault localization techniques. This chapter introduces the required terminology,

background, and preliminaries for this dissertation. We also survey the existing

techniques for debugging and fault localization.

In the first section, we present the terms and techniques related to fault localization

of functional bugs. In the second section, we describe the terminologies and techniques

for resource and memory leak detection. We also describe how the mismanagement

of the memory and other finite system resources might cause resource and memory

leaks.

2.1 Fault Localization of Functional Bugs

This section provides an overview of the main techniques on debugging and fault

localization of crashing bugs. First, we introduce static and dynamic program

analyses. Then, we overview the related work on debugging techniques based on

program analyses. Note that we explain program slicing in detail with a running

example as it is the base for our proposed technique for fault localization of

failure-inducing changes presented in Chapter 3.
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� �
1 public class Factorial {
2 public static void main (String[ ] args){
3 int num = 10;
4 long factorial = 1;
5 int count = 1;
6 while(count <= num)
7 {
8 factorial = factorial ∗ count;
9 count++;
10 }
11 System.out.println( factorial ) ;
12 }
13 }� �

Figure 2.1: The running example for dependence analysis. It prints the factorial 10.

2.1.1 Program Analysis

Program analysis is used to reason about the properties of the codebase of an

application. Based on the requirement of executing an application, the program

analysis can be static or dynamic. In the following, we explain each type in more

detail.

2.1.1.1 Static Program Analysis

Static program analysis reasons about the relationship between different code

statements of a codebase without running the application. It normally is done by

performing a dependence analysis. A graph representation named control flow graph

(CFG) is used to make the analysis much easier and faster. In the following, we

explain the dependence analysis. To illustrate the dependence analysis and related

terminologies, we use a sample program shown in Figure 2.1 as a running example.

This short program computes the factorial of a given integer (here 10) and prints

the final result.
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Entry num = 10 fact = 1 i = 0 while i <= num print (fact)i = 0

i = 0fact = fact * i i = 0i ++

1 2 3 4 5 8

76

Figure 2.2: The CFG of the running example.

2.1.1.2 Program Dependence Analysis

Control flow graph (CFG) is a directed graph which shows the control-flow between

program statements. In a control flow graph, each node represents a code statement

and vertices show the control path between the nodes in the graph. Given two nodes,

n1 and n2, there is a vertex connecting n1 to n2 if n2 can immediately be executed

after n1. Figure 2.2 shows the CFG of the running example.

Vertices in a CFG show two dependency types between the nodes in the CFG.

Every two connected nodes can be data-dependence or control-dependence. Given

two code statements s1 and s2, s2 is data-depends on s1 if the data from s1 can be

potentially propagated to s2. As for control-dependence, s2 is control-depends on s1

if the execution of s2 is conditionally based on the execution of the s1. The

summary representation of the dependence analysis of a program is program

dependence graph (PDG). Nodes in PDG are statements, predicates (such as

conditions), or the special “entry” node. The entry node represents the entrance into

a procedure. Figure 2.3 shows the PDG of the running example. The solid arrows

show the control-dependence and the dashed lines present the data-dependence. For

example, nodes 6 and 7 are control-depends on node 5. Analogously, node 6 is

data-depends on nodes 3, 4, and 7 as theses nodes affect the value of node 6.

One limitation of PDG is that the PDG can only consider the dependence within

the procedure calls and cannot pass the boundaries of each procedure. To determine

the dependence analysis in a multi-procedural program, Horwitz et al. [52] introduced

system dependence graph (SDG). System dependence graph is the extended version
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3. int fact=1

6. fact = fact * i

4. int i=0

8. print (fact)

7. i ++

2. int num=10

5. while(i<=num)

ENTRY

Figure 2.3: The PDG of the running example. The solid lines and dashed lines show
the control-dependence and the data-dependence, respectively.

of PDG where the graph consists of the primary procedure and a set of subsidiary

procedures.

2.1.1.3 Dynamic Program Analysis

Although static analysis techniques can considerably help programmers to debug

the code, they often lack precision. Researchers mitigate this problem by leveraging

the dynamic program analysis. Dynamic analysis analyzes only a single run, unlike

the static analysis which practices all possible executions. Although the dynamic

analysis is expensive due to overhead, it includes fruitful information about the

behavior of the program during runtime. In some types of bugs such as concurrent

bugs or memory-related bugs, the runtime information is required to diagnose the

root cause of the defects. Among different dynamic analysis techniques, profiling is

the most common approach. Profiling is a dynamic analysis technique in which the
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user monitors and collects the execution information during runtime. The tool

which performs the profiling is called profiler and collect different information such

as memory usage, the frequency of function calls, and others. Using profiling,

programmers can achieve precise runtime information. One of the main techniques

for profiling is code instrumentation. In this approach, some new code (instructions)

will be added to the source code or the program binary. Instrumentation allows

programmers to trace the code statements which are executed during runtime.

Instrumentation can be performed offline and online. In offline instrumentation,

instructions will be added to the bytecode of the program or a compiled executable.

In online instrumentation, the instructions will be added to the code directly before

code execution or the code will be modified during execution.

2.1.2 Fault Localization Techniques

In the following, we present the main techniques for fault localization. The main

directions are slicing-based approaches, program state-based approaches, spectrum-

based techniques, and statistical debugging.

2.1.2.1 Program Slicing-Based Approaches

Dependences can help us to focus on a specific part of the program being debugged.

Weiser in his pioneering work [124] leveraged the dependence graph to introduce

program slicing for debugging task. The core idea of the program slicing in the

debugging is to find a subset of code statements which contribute to the buggy

statement (i.e., the point of interest). The subset is called slice and the point of

interest is called slicing criterion or seed statement. The slicing criterion is often

the code statement in which the program has crashed and can be obtained, for

example from the stack trace at the failure site. With leveraging a program

dependence graph and the seed statement, slicing can identify a set of statements

which affect the value of seed statement. This slicing set called a backward slice.

A backward slice is defined as follows: For a given program P and a statement s

with a variable v at the program location l, a backward slice computed from s contains

all of the statements in P which can affect the value of v [124]. It is obvious that if
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l is the failure site, a backward slice includes all of the statements which might be

the root cause of the failure at the code location l or at least contains information

about the failure. Take our running example and consider the print call at line 11

as the slicing criterion (seed. In this case, all lines of the program are present in the

backward slice.

2.1.2.2 Extension of Program Slicing-Based Approaches

A traditional slicing often produces a too large slice, especially in real large

applications. However, not all of the statements in the slice are equally relevant to

the slice criterion from a programmer’s perspective. Different approaches extended

the slicing technique to reduce the size of the slice further to overcome the size of

static slices. Dicing, chopping, and thin slicing are some of these techniques.

Dicing [77] is a set difference of two static slices, one for the incorrect variable

and one for the correct variable. Chopping [56] is an intraprocedural slicing which

combines the intersections and unions of the forward and backward slices.

Sridharan et al. proposed thin slicing [113] to overcome the large size of the static

slices. Thin slicing is a slicing technique based on value-flow relevance. The idea

of thin slicing is to exclude the statements which contain less information about the

value of the seed statement.

A thin slice only includes those statements from the codebase which may “copy-

propagate” the value to the slicing criterion [113]. Based on this definition, the

statements in the traditional slice are divided into two types: the producer and the

explainer. Statement s is a producer statement if it flows a top-level value to the seed

statement. Explainer statements reason about the effects of a producer statement on

the seed statement. A thin slice only contains the producer statements.

Contrary to the traditional full slicing, the thin slice is not executable. However, it

can be used in combination with other tools and techniques in tasks such as debugging.

The size of the slice is considerably smaller than the traditional slice, and it identifies

the most relevant statements to the seed statement more effectively.

Static slicing contains all statements affecting the value of the seed statement. It

can also include statements with no correlation to the failure site. Dynamic slicing

is introduced to reduce the slice size by incorporating the runtime information [2,
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63]. Many approaches used dynamic slicing as a standalone, improved version, or in

combination with the other techniques for the purpose of fault localization [1, 4, 33,

73, 114, 120, 126, 142–146].

2.1.2.3 Program State-Based Approaches

In modern software development, developers add, remove, or modify the code

elements to answer the need of the end-users or to improve the software quality. In

large projects, developers push thousands of commits to the codebase repositories

per year. For example, Eclipse IDE for JAVA shows a 12-month commit rate of

15546 in the time of writing this dissertation1. Although the goal of these changes is

to improve software quality, they can break some code functionalities as well. The

software may not work anymore after applying the changes even with similar input,

and environmental setup. Therefore, fault localization in such cases can become a

time-consuming and tedious effort.

Different approaches are introduced to localize the bugs induced by software

changes. Zeller et al. proposed delta debugging in work “Yesterday, my program

worked. Today, it does not. Why?” [139]. Assuming the presence of some changes

and a bug induced from these changes, delta debugging tries to find the

failure-inducing change. In principle, it uses the idea of divide-and-conquer

algorithm to find the faulty change by gradually narrowing down the search space.

Zeller later applied delta debugging to multiple program states to isolate the

variables and values that caused the failure [140]. Other approaches explored the

potential of delta debugging to improve the accuracy of fault localization further.

Gupta et al. [46] combined program slicing with delta debugging. Despite the power

of delta debugging in fault localization, it suffers several drawbacks, mainly high

false positives and the need for many test cases — these problems addressed by

other works [87, 137].

2.1.2.4 Spectrum-Based Approaches

Spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) approaches are widely used for fault

localization. They collect the execution information of failing and passing test cases
1https://www.openhub.net/p/eclipse/commits/summary
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and compare them to find the root cause of the failure. Then, they assign a

suspiciousness score to the code elements using a formula. The higher the score, the

more likely the code element is to be faulty. Many approaches tried to introduce a

new SBFL formula. More than thirty formulae exist as shown by Wong [125].

Despite the huge research body on spectrum-based fault localization techniques,

their effectiveness is still in question. Yoo et al. [136] show that there is no single

SBFL formula which outperforms others. Pearson et al. [99] show that we cannot

predict the effectiveness of SBFL formulae on real faults by applying them to

artificial bugs.

2.1.2.5 Statistical-Based Approaches

Statistical debugging is introduced in pioneering work by Liblit et al. for bug isolation

[71]. It analyzes a large number of executions gathered from running the instrumented

application and rank the suspicious predicates which are highly relevant to the bug.

Correctly evaluated predicates only executed in the failing executions are likely to be

more suspicious. Liu et al. [72] introduced SOBER as another statistical debugging

approach in which a predicate can be evaluated multiple times as true in a single

execution.

Many approaches are developed based on the pioneering works on statistical

debugging [70, 71]. Some approaches adopted different types of

predicates [7, 10, 27, 44]. For instance, Holmes et al. [27] extended the statistical

debugging with incorporating the path profiles as predicates for bug isolation.

Statistical debugging is also used in other fields such as detection of performance

problems [110].

2.1.2.6 Other Approaches

There exist many other approaches for fault localization such as model-based [32, 80,

127], machine learning-based [18, 19, 36], data mining-based [22, 89], formula-based

techniques [13, 100]. In model-based techniques, a correct available version of the

application is required to be used as an oracle. The current program profile will

be contradicted to this oracle to find the potential bugs. Machine learning-based

approaches explore computer program algorithms such as classification to provide a
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model based on a sample dataset. Data mining can also help to determine a healthy

model of a program from existing data of the program in question (e.g., from version

control systems such as GitHub or SVN). Banerjee et al. [13] generate an alternative

input (which differs from failing input in the control flow behavior) and then compare

the program executions with this input to find the root cause of the failure.

2.2 Resource and Memory Leak Detection in Java

Mismanagement of memory or other finite system resources such as threads or I/O

streams can result in a software failure. Depends on the programming language and

the type of the resource, the resource and memory management is different. In

unmanaged-languages such as C/C++, the programmer is responsible for resource

and memory management. However, in managed languages such as Java, resource

and memory management are treated differently. In Java, the management of finite

system resources such as threads, I/O streams, or database connections is of the

responsibilities of programmers while a specific component called garbage collector

mainly performs memory management. In this section, we first describe the memory

management in Java. Then, we define the terms resource and memory leaks.

Finally, we sketch the related work on detection, prevention, and repair of resource

and memory leaks.

2.2.1 Memory Management in Java

One of the tasks of memory management in Java is to find unused objects and freeing

the occupied space to make it available again for allocation by other objects. In some

programming languages such as C/C++, the programmer is responsible for releasing

the memory after the usage. The following code snippet shows an example of memory

allocation and deallocation in C/C++:� �
# Allocating a char variable of size 10

p = (char∗)malloc(sizeof(char) ∗ 10)

# Releasing the allocated memory

free (p)� �
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With the malloc keyword, a pointer of type char with a size of 10 is created

and allocated. The free keyword explicitly deallocate the used memory.

Contrary to the explicit memory management, in memory-managed languages

such as Java, Python, and C#, we benefit from automated memory management.

In Java, the objects are stored in a space called heap. The references to the objects

are held in another memory space called stack. Following code statement shows a

memory allocation for a String object in Java:� �
String str = new String ("Allocate Memory")� �
With the keyword new, we create an object of the type String in the heap space.

This object is referenced via the “str” variable stored in the stack.

Each Java application owns an instance of Java Virtual Machine (JVM). At the

startup of JVM, the heap memory will be created. The heap memory consists of two

main parts: the young and old generations. Figure 2.4 shows the different parts of

the heap. The Eden (or young generation) is the space where the memory is initially

allocated. If these objects remain in the JVM for a while, they will be moved to

another part called Tenured generation (or old generation). There is another memory

part in JVM called permanent generation2 which stores the application metadata

used by JVM to describe the classes, methods as well as threads. The heap memory

is shared among all threads running on the JVM process. During program execution,

the heap size varies based on object allocation and deallocation. The size of the

heap is configured and set before starting the JVM. If the process requires more

memory than the maximum heap size defined at configuration time, the JVM throws

an out-of-memory error.

To mitigate the out-of-memory error, a program called Garbage Collector (GC) is

responsible for automated memory management in Java. GC allocates memory, finds

the unused objects, and frees the heap memory for making space for the creation of

new objects. Figure 2.5 visualizes the process of the garbage collection in Java. Each

time a new object is initialized, garbage collector allocates the memory for that object

in the Eden space of the heap (Figure 2.5 (a)). The size of the objects depends on the

object initialization. The objects in the heap space can be referenced by other objects
2The permanent generation is deprecated after Java 7 and is replaced by another component

called Metaspace.
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Figure 2.4: Heap space memory in Java 7.

inside and outside the heap. Objects outside the heap are called root objects and can

be running threads, local variables, JNI3 variables and others. When the Eden space

becomes full (Figure 2.5 (b)), GC performs a minor garbage collection. If an object

survives the garbage collection, GC moves them from Eden to the survivor space S0.

After second minor garbage collection, GC moves existing objects from Eden to the

S1 as well as those objects in S0 to S1. If an object survives several iterations of

garbage collection, GC assumes the object as a long-living object and moves it to

the old generation (tenured). When the heap becomes full, GC performs a so-called

major collection.

In the major collection, the garbage collector tries to find the objects which are not

used by the application (Figure 2.5 (c)). For this purpose, GC should reason about

the liveness of the object. An object is alive if it is still used by the JVM process,

otherwise, it is a dead (unused) object. Identifying the liveness of an object is not

easily feasible. Therefore, the GC approximates the object liveness via its reachability

from the root objects. An object is reachable if there is any path to the root objects.

In other words, an object will not be reclaimed if it is still reachable by a chain of

references from one of its roots. The roots of an object can be current call stack(s),

3Java Native Interface
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references in registers, global variables, classloaders, live threads. The unreachable

objects are then garbage collected by the GC (Figure 2.5 (d)).

2.2.2 Resource and Memory Leaks

Leaks occur due to mismanagement of memory or finite systems resources. In the

following, we explain these two types.

Memory leaks. Contrary to the unmanaged languages such as C or C++ in which

programmer is responsible for freeing the memory, in memory-managed languages

such as Java or C#, the garbage collector reclaims the space. A programmer can rely

on the garbage collector to release references due to dangling pointers (references to

already freed objects) or lost pointers (lost references to unreleased objects). However,

if the references to the unused objects are present in the running process, they cannot

be garbage-collected. As a sequence, a memory leak might be triggered. In other

words, a memory leak in Java occurs when a process maintains unnecessary references

to some unused objects.

Resource leaks. In Java, finite system resources like connections, threads, or file

handles are wrapped in special handle objects. Programmer accesses such a resource

by normal object allocation. However, in contrast to memory management, the

developer should dispose of a system resource by making an explicit call to the

disposal method of the handle object (or by ensuring that a thread has stopped).

Besides this, all unnecessary references to such objects should be removed to

prevent the potential memory leak. Hence, a resource leak occurs when the

programmer forgets to call the corresponding close method for a finished handle

object. Similar to the memory leak, resource leaks gradually deplete system

resources which degrade performance and can lead to failure.

2.2.3 Debugging Leak-Inducing Defects

The problem of memory leak attracted a great deal of interest in the last years.

The body of research is broad, from leak avoidance and detection to the repairing of

leak-inducing defects. In this section, we discuss the main research directions in this

field.
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2.2.3.1 Software Rejuvenation

Software aging is progressive performance degradation due to resource depletion

which causes severe impacts on software quality. Controlling the effects of software

aging defects is one of the main approaches to reduce the impact of software aging.

Software rejuvenation [53] is a proactive approach to avoid software degradation via

scheduled restarts. Research here include case studies [8, 68, 108], modeling of

performance degradation [6, 21, 40, 117], and limiting the application downtime due

to the scheduled restarts [3, 20, 107].

Matias et al. [81] proposed a systematic approach to detecting software aging in

shorter test time and higher accuracy compared to traditional aging detection

techniques via stress testing and trend detection. The approach is based on a

comparative differential analysis where a software version under test is compared

against a previous robust version by observing the behavioral changes during system

tests of different resource metrics.

2.2.3.2 Leak Detection via Static Analysis

Static analysis has been used predominantly for languages with manual memory

management like C/C++. It can detect defects such as double or missing calls of

free(). Techniques include e.g., reachability analysis via a guarded value flow

graph [25], backward data-flow analysis [95], or detecting violations of constraints

on object ownership [51]. A major problem of static analysis is the lack of scalable

and precise reachability/liveness analysis for heap objects in managed languages like

Java. A recent approach named LeakChecker [133] attempts to overcome this

problem by focusing on loops specified by the developer.

Many approaches have proposed to detect resource leaks in Java and C [26, 34, 106,

116, 121]. They usually use static analysis techniques to find the unclosed resources

in different execution paths. There is also research on resource leak detection in

Android [12, 45]. The main goal in these approaches is to find any execution paths

from the opened resource in which the used resource is not closed.

Using code transformation and static approximation of resource lifetime, CLOSER

[34] determines the higher-level resources which contain references to other resources
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in the source code of the application. Then it inserts disposal calls at appropriate

points in the source code of the application to release the resources with expired

lifetime.

2.2.3.3 Leak Detection via Dynamic Analysis

The static-based approaches often suffer from a lack of precision and introduce many

false positives. To mitigate this problem, researchers leveraged dynamic analysis

for memory leak detection, especially in memory-managed languages. The major

directions of dynamic leak detection are: staleness detection [14, 50, 61, 94], growth

analysis [37, 41, 59, 81, 111], analysis of captured state [29, 88, 129], and hybrid

approaches [101, 131].

Staleness (i.e., lack of recent read/write accesses) is the most accurate property

of leaked memory. It has been used firstly in a pioneering work by Hauswirth and

Chilimbli [50]. The key problem in dynamic analysis-based approaches is the overhead

of monitoring object accesses. Several approaches have been proposed: path-biased

sampling [50], page-level sampling [93], modifications of the JVM [16], or focusing on

a specific data structure [132]. A recent work Sniper [60] can reduce the total runtime

overhead for C/C++ to less than 3% by exploiting hardware units in modern CPUs.

For Java, the lowest overhead is still about 80% [132], despite that only containers

are monitored, and code annotation is used.

Memory leak also can be detected by looking at the memory usage. The growth

of memory usage during the application runtime can point to potential memory

leakage. Cork [59] finds the growth of heap data structures via a directed graph

where each object traces all references pointing to itself. FindLeaks [23] tracks

object creation and destruction and if more objects are created than destroyed per

class (i.e., number of residuals grow), a suspect is found (runtime overheads are not

reported). Previous work [111, 112] and some modified versions of the NetBeans

Profiler4 exploit the observation that for a perpetually leaking class many different

generations of its instances exist. Machine learning techniques help here for low

latency leak detection (with runtime overhead of about 40% [112]).

4https://profiler.netbeans.org/
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LeakBot [88] uses complex, multi-phase object ranking to find suspicious regions of

heap objects which grow over time (using multiple heap snapshots). LeakChaser [129]

exploits invariants among lifetimes of objects. It requires a developer to determine

regions or objects belonging to the same “transaction” in order to detect invariant

violations. LEAKPOINT [28] uses dynamic tainting to track heap memory pointers.

It is implemented on top of Valgrind [90] which results in a runtime overhead of

100–300 times. The Valgrind tool Omega [86] uses related approaches with similar

overheads. Xu and Rountev [131] target memory leaks caused by collections and try

to rank the suspicious code locations by assigning a leak confidence value based on

staleness and memory usage. Perfblower [37], a new domain-specific language (ISL)

is introduced to describe the memory-related performance problems which can be

observed during a heap history update. A new compiler will compile the generated

ISL. Then with running the instrumented version of the code, the target class will be

amplified during runtime when the symptom of the memory leak is observed.

Some work introduced approaches to tolerate the memory leaks by keeping the

program in a running state [15, 17, 101]. They achieve this by reducing performance

degradation (e.g., with predicting and reclaiming the leaky objects at runtime).

However, this is not the final repair and developers still need to fix the underneath

leak defect.

2.2.3.4 Leak Detection via Version Comparison

A few works utilized the idea of comparing different software versions to reason about

the existence of memory leaks. Langner and Andrzejak [64] and Matias et al. [82] use

cumulative memory consumption metrics (such as heap usage or residual set size) for

memory leak detection. Langner and Andrzejak [64] suggest a simple visual detection

technique. Matias et al. [82] evaluate a more sophisticated anomaly detection method,

in particular, control charts.

Langner and Andrzejak [65] compare the memory usage of the integration or unit

tests between two software versions to localize the memory leak. It provides a ranking

list based on the type of allocation sites and the number of residual objects. In this

approach, new allocation sites (i.e., those allocation sites which only exist in the newer

version of the software) have a higher rank than the existing allocation sites (i.e., those
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allocation sites exist in both older and newer versions). For each type of allocation

sites, the higher ranks are given with comparing the number and cumulative size of

residual objects per allocation site.

2.2.3.5 Automated Leak Repair

Recently, automated program repair (APR) attracted the attention of researchers.

The goal of the APR is to suggest the patch candidates automatically which passes

the tests successfully. Pioneering work GenProg [123] introduces a patch generation

technique based on a genetic search algorithm. Kim et al. [62] propose an automated

program repair technique based on patterns learned from real patches. It generates

correct patches for 27 out of 119 bugs. All the provided fix patterns are one-line

statements. Prophet [76] learns the properties of successful patches to guide finding

the appropriate candidates. HDRepair [66] leverages information derived from the

history of the previous patches of hundreds of Java projects to select the correct

patch candidates. All the mentioned techniques differ in defining the search space

and the approach to find the correct patch. Semantic-based techniques [84, 91] have

also been explored. Angelix [84] extracts semantic constraints from the application

codebase and generates fixes using program synthesis.

Automated leak repair (i.e., providing fix candidates for leak-inducing defects) is

still new, and the body of the related work is thin [39, 74, 118, 134]. Footpatch [118]

generates fixes for resource leaks in C and Java as well as fixes for memory leaks in C.

However, it is not able to detect memory leaks in Java. Hybrid approaches [39, 134]

leverage static and dynamic analyses to fix memory leaks in C. They analyze the

execution paths of each allocation/deallocation and insert free when no release is

encountered. In work [74], two repair patterns (AddFree and MvFree) are used to

provide correct patches for 16 out of 41 memory leaks in C.
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Chapter 3

Scalable Isolation of Failure-Inducing

Changes

Despite indisputable progress, automated debugging methods still face difficulties in

terms of scalability and runtime efficiency. To reach large-scale projects, we propose

an approach which reports small sets of suspicious code changes. Its strength is that

the size of these reports is proportional to the number of changes between code

commits, and not the total project size. In our method, we combine version

comparison and information on failed tests with static and dynamic analysis.

We evaluate our method on real bugs from Apache Hadoop, an open source project

with over 2 million lines of code1. In 2 out of 4 cases, the set of suspects produced

by our approach contains precisely the location of the defective code (and no false

positives). In another case, we can pinpoint the method containing the faulty change.

Moreover, the time overhead of our approach is moderate, namely three to four times

the duration of a failed software test.

3.1 Introduction

Debugging is an expensive and time-consuming task in the software development

process. According to studies, half of the programming time of the developers is

dedicated to investigating and correcting bugs. The total cost of testing and
1On September 14, 2013, Ohloh (http://www.ohloh.net/p/Hadoop) was reporting that Apache

Hadoop has 2,280,391 lines of code.
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debugging of the software development can easily range from 50 to 75 percent of the

total development cost [141]. For these reasons, automated debugging has attracted

a great deal of interest.

Techniques of automated debugging attempt to find the causes of a program

failure without or with only minimal human involvement. In practical terms, after

the analysis of data obtained from testing results and code instrumentation, a

programmer is supplied by a ranked list of suspicious code locations. By examining

these locations, she can identify the code fragment bearing the actual defect.

Despite of indisputable recent advances [11, 27, 35, 58, 69, 102], automated

debugging is still facing significant challenges preventing its widespread

adoption [98]. One of the essential ones is that while excelling at fault localization,

they usually do a poor job in facilitating fault understanding. However, even

knowing a (potential) fault location still requires the developer to find out what

could happen there - a cognitively demanding task.

The second weakness of automated debugging is its limited scalability in terms

of program size. Here even pinpointing the 1% of code which might contain the

defect is not precise enough. Such level of specificity means that on a project with

100k lines of code (LOC), a developer still needs to examine 1000 suspicious lines

to find the root cause of the defect. This is beyond the normal acceptance levels

of programmers (most users do not inspect search results after the first page [98]),

significantly reducing the utility of such techniques in large-scale projects.

We attempt to approach the second problem by narrowing our focus to scenarios

where software is developed through a series of minor changes, with each intermediate

version being tested thoroughly. This method is a typical approach in the development

of current software projects, for example in a setup of continuous integration and

deployment [141]. Consequently, this assumption is not a severe limitation, since our

technique targets large-size projects.

3.1.1 Core Idea

Our basic idea is to use version comparison to localize newly introduced defects in

the latest development version. Version comparison contrasts the behavior of two

software versions under the same unit and (or) integration tests. In more detail,
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using static and dynamic analysis, we compare the sets of statements executed in the

latest (faulty) version against those executed in a previous (base) version. We assume

here that the faulty new version has caused a unit/integration test to fail, while the

same test succeeded on the base version.

The key advantages of our approach are its precision and efficiency. Assuming

that only the recently changed code contains the defect (this is not always but

usually right), we can reduce the set of suspicious statements to a few lines of code

(Section 3.4). The size of this set depends primarily on the size of changes (i.e., the

number of differences between commits) and not on the total project size.

Therefore, our technique is likely to scale and present the developers a small set of

suspicious statements - even for large projects.

Secondly, we show in Section 3.4.3 that the overhead introduced by our approach

is moderate. The necessary additional execution cost comes from the requirement to

execute a (crashing) test on each of the instrumented base and the instrumented faulty

version. Due to very sparse instrumentation, the execution time of the instrumented

versions is almost identical to the original versions. As shown in Table 3.4, the total

time of executing our approach is about 2.5 to 3.5 times the duration of the failed

test.

3.1.2 Contribution

This chapter makes the following contributions:

• We propose and implement an approach to isolate failure-inducing changes by

comparing subsequent versions of the software under development. It

combines static analysis (backward slicing) and information on the changed

code to indicate which code locations should be instrumented. A subsequent

dynamic analysis (code coverage of a failing and passing version) reveals the

statements which are likely to contain the defects (Section 3.2).

• We evaluate our approach on real defects from a large-scale software project,

namely Apache Hadoop (Section 3.4). The results show that it can pinpoint

the defective statements with high precision.
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Figure 3.1: The workflow.

• We also compare the execution overhead of the images instrumented according

to our approach against alternative instrumentation schemes. Our results

show that the overhead of the dynamic analysis proposed by us is negligible

(Section 3.4.3).

3.2 Version Comparison Approach

This section describes the details of our approach. Figure 3.1 shows the framework of

the approach. As indicated in Section 3.1, we assume that software under development

evolves as a series of versions, each one checked by executing one or more test suites.

We trigger our automated debugging approach on the event that some test T has

failed while executing the latest software version. We denote this latest version as vf
and call it a failing version. From the repository, we also retrieve a previous software

version vp (called passing version) which passes T successfully. Usually, this is a

version directly preceding vf .
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Algorithm 1: Approach algorithm.
Data: vp and vf
Result: SuspectSet
Step 1: Find the differences of versions vp and vf :

Dif = ∆ (vp, vf )

Step 2: Retrieve failure site fsite from the stack trace
Step 3: Compute backward slices for each version:

BSlicep = BackwardSlice (vp, fsite),

BSlicef = BackwardSlice (vf , fsite)

Step 4: Compute the intersections ISx = BSlicex ∩Dif and instrument
versions:

vp,inst = Instrument (vp, ISp),

vf,inst = Instrument (vf , ISf )

Step 5: Execute test T on each vp,inst and vf,inst to get code coverage profiles:

covp = Run (vp,inst),

covf = Run (vf,inst)

Step 6: Get list of suspects by applying filtering lemmas:

SuspectSet = FilteringLemmas(covp, covf )

3.2.1 Approach Overview

The steps of our approach are explained below and illustrated in Algorithm 1. First,

we retrieve the set of changes between vp and vf , i.e., Dif = ∆(vp, vf ) and call it

a difference set. We used tools provided with software configuration management

systems like SVN, Git, CSV to find the difference between two software versions.

As a consequence of the failure of T on vf , the JVM (or operating system) provides

a stack trace which is analyzed by our approach. We call the code location referenced

by the top-level entry within this trace (yet not devoted to exception handling) a

failure manifestation site or just failure site fsite. We use fsite as the seed statement
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to compute (for each version vp, vf ) the backward slice BSlicep, BSlicef [113, 124].

Essentially, it is the set of code statements which could have affected variable values

at the failure site.

Subsequently, we compute (for each version vp, vf ) the intersection ISx of the

backward slice BSlicex and the difference set Dif as ISx = Dif ∩ BSlicex (x ∈
{p, f}). This intersection gives us statements and method names which are likely

to contain the defect. In the next step, we instrument the function calls within this

intersection ISx for both passing vp and failing vf version.

In the next step, we re-execute the test T on both instrumented versions of vp and

vf and record coverage information. The results are coverage profiles covp and covf ,

which report those code locations that has been executed in the respective version.

The last step involves comparison and filtering of the coverage profiles. The following

statements are included in the set of suspects:

1. All statements added to or changed in vf which are in the failing coverage profile

covf .

2. All statements deleted from vp which are in the passing coverage profile covp.

Finally, the resulting list of suspicious statements (suspects) together with their

locations is reported to the developer as the potential root causes of a test failure.

We exemplify our approach on a real defect from the Apache Hadoop project

(Section 3.4.1).

3.2.2 Discussion

In the following, we discuss some secondary aspects of our approach.

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, we examine the stack trace of the test execution

on vf to retrieve the failure site. However, we cannot take the first entry of the

stack trace as this frequently points to logger code (or some exception-handling code).

Therefore, we use a heuristic and check the stack trace entries (from the topmost one)

if they point to the related codes to the failure, i.e., non-library and functional code.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of the stack trace for issue Hadoop-3856 (Section 3.4.1),

where the second topmost entry points to assumed failure site.
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� �
org.apache.hadoop.ipc.StandbyException: Operation category READ is not supported at

the BackupNode

at org ... $BNHAContext.checkOperation(BackupNode.java:443)

at org ... FSNamesystem.checkOperation(FSNamesystem.java:759)

at org ... system. getServerDefaults (FSNamesystem.java:1019)
...� �

Figure 3.2: Stack trace of the bug reported in Issue HDFS-3856.

The other aspect which requires explanation is slicing. For a given program P and

statement s with a variable v at the program location `, a backward slice computed

from s contains all of the statements in P which can affect the value of v [124]. It

is obvious that if ` is the failure site, a backward slice includes all of the statements

which might be the root cause of the failure at `.

However, traditional full slicing [124] generates a too large slice, especially in real

large-scale applications. To address this issue, we use thin slicing [113] which only

contains statements that directly affect the value of the seed statement.

3.3 Experimental Design

We implement our approach on the top of WALA [119] which is a static analyzer

developed by IBM. Slicing and instrumentation are the features of WALA which

makes it useful for our approach. We implement our approach in two parts: static

analysis and dynamic analysis. Finding version differences and computing backward

slice is performed in the static analysis section. Slicing is implemented using WALA.

For each application, we use WALA to build the corresponding call graph. Then, we

compute a backward slice using this call graph and the failure manifestation point

as the seed statement. For compatibility reasons, we modified some parts of WALA

source code.

Dynamic profiling in our approach is implemented by Shrike2 which is a third-

party library for instrumenting Java byte-code provided by WALA. We use Shrike to
2http://wala.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Shrike_technical_overview
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Table 3.1: Overview of the test cases used in this work

Issue Broken by Issue Failing Test Case
HDFS-3856 HADOOP-8689 TestHDFSServerPorts
HDFS-4887 HDFS-4840 TestNNThroughputBenchmark
HDFS-4282 HADOOP-9103 TestEditLog.testFuzzSequences
Yarn-960 Yarn-701 TestBinaryTokens, TestMRCredentials

instruments the output statements from static analysis phase by using the predefined

instrumenting schema. Due to the flexibility of instrumentation, we can easily exclude

instrumenting of some parts of the code which is not necessary, e.g., Java libraries.

We execute all our experiments on a 2.9 GHz Intel Dual Core laptop with 8 GB

physical memory (4 GB for the JVM), running Linux.

3.4 Experimental Evaluation

Our evaluation tries to answer the following research questions:

RQ1. How accurate is our approach to locating failure-inducing changes?

Here we want to evaluate whether our approach can find the true defect location

(sensitivity), and how many false positives are reported in the final report (specificity).

We show in Section 3.4.1 the results for four test cases used in this study (Table 3.1).

They demonstrate that in two of our four test cases we could find the true root cause

of the failure without false positives. Analysis of another case indicates that by small

extensions of our method the defect location could be narrowed to 20 LOC. We also

discuss the real bug fixes of each issue as stated in the Hadoop bug log.

RQ2. Are there any alternatives to our approach which are simpler yet

have comparable accuracy?

This question targets the practicability of implementing our approach and tries to

answer whether a more simple variant of the method could yield similar results. The

brief analysis in Section 3.4.2 indicates that all of the steps shown in Algorithm 1 are

necessary to achieve this level of specificity.
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RQ3. What is the time overhead of our approach, and how does it

compare to alternatives?

We have collected for each of the test cases execution times and code size in various

phases of our approach (Section 3.4.3). This data is used to evaluate the overhead

by two performance metrics, runtime slowdown and size overhead (Table 3.3) and to

compare them against alternative approaches. We also show the total time of our

method (Table 3.4).

3.4.1 Case Studies

In this section, we try to answer question RQ1. To this aim, we use the Apache

Hadoop as a real-world, complex and large-scale project. It deploys test cases and

frequent versioning which fits our requirements. We use real bugs from Hadoop issue

tracking3 system between 15th August 2012 and 27th July 2013. We select real defects

according to the following criteria:

1. The failure should be caused by a Hadoop component and manifest via a Hadoop

test case. In other words, we do not consider library issues or other artifacts.

2. The bug should be well documented, and it should be clear which update or

patch caused the test to fail. We require this information to validate the result

of our approach.

3. There should exist a passing version, i.e., a (previous) version which passed the

test which failed in a subsequent (failed) version.

Issue HDFS-3856

The first issue is an attempted solution to a new feature request HADOOP-8689. We

explain it in more detail as a showcase for the approach. Figure 3.3 shows a subset of

changes making up the (erroneous) solution. A part of this patch provides separate

trash cleanup intervals (fs.trash.interval) for client-side versus the server side.

However, this change causes the test TestHDFSServerPorts to fail due to new call
3http://hadoop.apache.org/issue_tracking.html
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� �
−−− org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/namenode/NameNode.java
+++ org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/namenode/NameNode.java
@@ −511,9 +511,7 @@ public class NameNode {
private void startTrashEmptier(Configuration conf) throws IOException {
− long trashInterval = conf.getLong(
− CommonConfigurationKeys.FS\_TRASH\_INTERVAL\_KEY,
− CommonConfigurationKeys.FS\_TRASH\_INTERVAL\_DEFAULT);
+ long trashInterval =namesystem.getServerDefaults(). getTrashInterval ()

if ( trashInterval == 0) {
return;

} else if ( trashInterval <0){� �
Figure 3.3: Excerpt of code changes for issue Hadoop-8689 (simplified).

getServerDefaults() in the startTrashEmptier() function4. The failure

of this test is reported in the bug report HDFS-3856.

In Step 1 of our approach, we retrieve a passing vp as well as a failing vf code

version (passing or failing for test TestHDFSServerPorts). As shown in Table 3.2,

the difference set Dif between vp and vf is very large, amounting to more than 109

kLOC.

Step 2 needs the failure stack trace of the test TestHDFSServerPorts to

identify the failure site. As shown in Figure 3.2, code location

FSNamesystem.java:759 is the assumed failure site.

In Steps 3 and 4 we obtain the respective backward slices for vp and vf (922

and 759 JVM-bytecode statements), instrument the intersections ISp and ISf of

Dif and backward slices (544 and 445 statements). In the subsequent Step 5 we

obtain the code coverage of executing TestHDFSServerPorts on each of the two

instrumented versions vp,inst and vf,inst (sizes 189 and 166 statements).

Finally, we can apply the filtering lemmas in Step 6 of Algorithm 1. It yields the

final report for issue HADOOP-3856:� �
Suspicious failure −inducing changes:

In class : org.apache.hadoop.hdfs. server .namenode.NameNode:514

long trashInterval = namesystem.getServerDefaults(). getTrashInterval () ;� �
4This explanation is taken from the comments on issue HDFS-3856 (Hadoop bug repository).
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In the future, we will present to the developer not only this report but also the

differences in code coverage to support failure understanding.

We also compared our suspect against the fix of this problem, which is committed

in SVN revision 1377934. We found that indeed our hypothesis was correct. In the

fix, the previously added faulty change is replaced with a new statement (shown in

bold):� �
−−− org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/namenode/NameNode.java

+++ org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/namenode/NameNode.java

@@ −511,13 +511,13 @@ public class NameNode {

private void startTrashEmptier(Configuration conf) throws IOException {

− long trashInterval =namesystem.getServerDefaults(). getTrashInterval ()

+ long trashInterval = conf.getLong(FS_TRASH_INTERVAL_KEY,

+ FS_TRASH_INTERVAL_DEFAULT);

if ( trashInterval == 0) {� �
Issue HDFS-4887

The following case shows a limitation of our method but simultaneously points the

way to extend it.

The considered issue is a failure in TestNNThroughputBenchmark test. The

bug report states that the bug fix for the issue HDFS-4840 is responsible for the

failure. The patch for fixing HDFS-4840 has introduced the following new (faulty)

code to the BlockManager class of the HDFS codebase. The defect here comes

from stopping the ReplicationMonitor while NameNode is still running.� �
if (!namesystem.isRunning()) {

LOG.info("Stopping ReplicationMonitor .");

if (!( t instanceof InterruptedException )) {

LOG.info("ReplicationMonitor received an exception"

+ " while shutting down.", t) ;

}

break;

}

LOG.fatal("ReplicationMonitor thread received Runtime exception.", t) ;
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terminate (1, t) ;� �
Our approach applied to this case gives (after the filtering lemmas) an empty

list of suspects, which shows a limitation of our method. The difficulty is caused by

the small size of the set of instrumented statements (nine statements per version).

Consequently, the coverage profiles have only two statements each (Table 3.2, middle

rows). Both coverage profiles Covp and Covf contain the same statements, namely

a while statement (line 3092 of BlockManager class) and thread.sleep()

statement (line 3096 of the same class).

However, after investigating additional information provided by instrumentation

(not used in this work) we discovered that the values of the conditional expression in

the while statement are different in vp,inst and vf,inst. It is a natural extension of the

current approach to consider such information. By extending the filtering lemmas,

we can then include in the final report the conditional statements with diverging

condition values.

Even assuming that the while statement would be included in the final report,

it is not the precise root cause of the failure. However, this statement is within the

method run() in the inner class of ReplicationMonitor in the BlockManager

class. The method run() (about 20 LOC) indeed contains the defect. Thus, we can

at least indicate the method containing the code for actual defect.

An investigation of the actual fix which is committed in SVN revision 1501841

shows that (because the defect is outside the changes), merely deleting the added

changes from the new version does not solve the problem. To fix this bug, a check

statement (shown in bold in following) was added to the conditional branch in the

code:� �
−−− org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/blockmanagement/BlockManager.java

+++ org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/blockmanagement/BlockManager.java

@@ −3129,6 +3138,9 @@

+ " while shutting down.", t) ;

}

break;

+ } else if (!checkNSRunning && t instanceof InterruptedException) {

+ LOG.info("Stopping ReplicationMonitor for testing .") ;
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+ break;

}

LOG.fatal("ReplicationMonitor thread received Runtime exception.", t) ;

terminate (1, t) ;� �
Issue HDFS-4282

Bug issue HDFS-4282 reports the failing of TestEditLog.testFuzzSequence

test. Comments in the issue show that HADOOP-9103 breaks this test. Due to

errors in decoding Unicode characters, in HADOOP-9103 a patch is created which

has modified the code of UTF8 class in Hadoop Common project. However, this

patch caused a failure of TESTEditLog test.

After applying our approach to this test case, the results point that the changes

created in HADOOP-9103 are not faulty. However, the only difference in the

execution profiles of passing and failing runs is a call of the method toString()

in UTF8 class of the io package of Hadoop Common project. Also here Table 3.2

(bottom rows) give the sizes of code over all phases of our approach.

By investigating the execution profiles, we created a hypothesis that a solution to

this bug is to add methods related to the toString() function. The real fix to this

bug (committed in SVN revision 1418214) confirms our hypothesis. A new method

toStringChecked() (with IOException) is added to the UTF8 class which now

can throw an IOException for invalid UTF8 characters5.

Issue Yarn-960

Bug reported in issue Yarn-960 manifests in the failure of tests TestbinaryTokens

and TestMRCredentials. The reason for this test failure is the changes committed

to the bug report YARN-701. Unfortunately, when applying our approach to this bug,

we can not find the root cause of the error.

As we mentioned in the Section 3.2 (Step 2 in Algorithm 1), our approach needs

a failure manifestation site in the failing version. However, in the stack trace of

5https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-4282
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Table 3.2: Code size (#LOC or #JVM-bytecode statements) in different phases of
our approach; Dif = difference set (in #LOC), BSlice = backward slice, IS =
intersection set, Cov= coverage profile, Report = final report (in #LOC)

Issue Version
Size

Diff BSlice IS Cov Report
#LOC (#LOC)

HDFS-3856 passing 109207 922 544 189 1failing 759 445 166

HDFS-4887 passing 1030 9 2 2 0failing 9 2 2

HDFS-4282 passing 1325 795 367 88 1failing 800 372 89

the failing executions for this issue, we can find only code locations in the third-

party Java libraries and the JUnit framework. In our current experimental setting

we cannot analyze these libraries (see the scenario description and assumptions in

Section 3.4.1). However, our approach fails in this case, not due to a fundamental

limitation but due to a (current) technical constraint that third-party artifacts like

java libraries cannot be analyzed.

3.4.2 Complexity of the Approach

RQ2 can be partially answered by inspecting Table 3.2. It shows the size of

intermediate and final results in LOC (for Dif and Final Report) or JVM-bytecode

statements. Note that in Dif a replaced line is counted twice - as an added and a

removed line.

As an alternative to the Algorithm 1, we could have used the intermediate results

for producing the final report. Specifically, this report could be based only on the

code changes Dif , or only on the backward slice BSlice, or the intersection set IS,

or on the coverage profiles Cov. For issues HDFS-3856 and HDFS-4282 executing all

steps is the right way to achieve high specificity. Judging by these cases, our approach

cannot be simplified.

However, for issue HDFS-4887, using any of the BSlice, IS, or Cov is feasible

and could have led to pointing to the vicinity of the actual defect (Section 3.4.1).

This result indicates that we could consider a dynamic workflow, where a result of
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Table 3.3: Overheads of our approach compared to full instrumentation (Full instr.)
and instrumenting only the code in BSlice (BSlice instr.); in “X/Y ”, X is the run-
time slowdown (a factor) and Y size overhead of instrumenting (a factor); p = passing
version, f = failing version, “-” = instrumentation not possible.

Issue Ver.
Original Version Full BSlice Our
Runtime Size instr. instr. approach

(s) (MB)

HDFS-3856 p 6 4.8 - / 4.60 1.20 / 1.04 1.00 / 1.00
f 6 4.1 - / 5.40 1.00 / 1.02 1.00 / 1.00

HDFS-4887 p 9 4.8 1.60 / 4.60 1.00 / 1.00 1.00 / 1.00
f 9 4.8 1.60 / 4.60 1.10 / 1.00 1.10 / 1.00

HDFS-4282 p 30 4.4 3.30 / 4.60 1.10 / 1.04 1.03 / 1.02
f 30 4.4 3.00 / 4.60 1.03 / 1.04 1.00 / 1.02

an intermediate step is used directly for the final report if its size is below a certain

threshold. Such workflow is subject to future work.

3.4.3 Performance Evaluation

To answer RQ3, we first evaluate Table 3.3. In a pair X / Y , X represents the run-

time slowdown, i.e., the ratio of time to execute the instrumented version divided by

time to execute the non-instrumented version. Furthermore, Y is the size overhead of

instrumenting, i.e., size of the instrumented version divided by the size of the original

version.

The time and size overheads of the fully instrumented code (Full instr.) are

significant. Code size increases by factor four to five, and execution time up to factor

3.3. Thus, full instrumentation is not efficient. However, instrumenting only the code

in the backward slice (BSlice instr.) produces acceptable overheads. Even so, our

approach beats the alternatives, having negligible overheads due to instrumentation.

Table 3.4 contrasts the running time of the failed test (Test time) against the total

time needed to execute our approach (Total). As shown in the column “Total / Test”,

the total time of our approach requires at most 3.3 times the duration of the failed

test, and the latter is only one of many tests executed within a test suite.
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3. Scalable Isolation of Failure-Inducing Changes

Table 3.4: Running times of a failing test and times for various phases of our approach
(times in seconds); Total / Test is the ratio of total approach time to test time

Issue App. Time for Passing & Failing Version Test Total /
Slicing Instr. Run Total Time Test

HDFS-3856 4 4 12 20 6 3.3
HDFS-4887 2 2 18 22 9 2.4
HDFS-4282 4 4 64 72 30 2.4

3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a scalable technique to localize the failure-inducing

changes of functional bugs. Given a failing test and the source code of the previous

correct and current buggy versions, we leveraged program analysis techniques to find

the changes which were the root cause of the failure. However, we only evaluated

our approach in four real cases, and the results are promising. Our approach found

the exact failure-inducing change in two out of four cases. In one case, our approach

could pinpoint the method containing the faulty code. In another case, our approach

was unable to localize the faulty change as the stack trace of the crashing bug showed

no path to the codebase of the application.

Our proposed approach differs from previous techniques. While Gupta et al. [46]

focused on the changes in the input, our approach concentrates on the changes

between the source codes of the two versions of a program. The presented approach

also differs from delta debugging-based approaches [87, 137, 140]. Delta debugging

narrows down the search space gradually by applying changes to the application

iteratively. It requires a huge amount of test repetitions, causing a large time

overhead. In our approach, we only execute the failing test. Our approach differs

from SBFL techniques as we only use one test case. We also execute the program

once. Therefore, there is only one failing and one passing run. This is different from

SBFL approaches in which many failing and passing runs are used to rank the

suspicious code statements.
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Chapter 4

Automated Memory Leak Diagnosis

via Version Comparison

Memory leaks are tedious to detect and require significant debugging effort to be

reproduced and localized. In particular, many such bugs escape traditional testing

processes used in software development. One of the reasons is that unit and

integration tests run too short for leaks to manifest via memory bloat or degraded

performance. Moreover, many of such defects are environment-sensitive and not

triggered by a test suite. Consequently, leaks are frequently discovered in the

production scenario causing high costs.

In this chapter, we propose an approach for the automated diagnosis of memory

leaks during the development phase. Our technique uses the differences between

software versions and existing test suites of the application. The key idea is to

compare object (de-)allocation statistics (collected during unit/integration test

executions) between a previous and the current software version. By grouping these

statistics according to object creation sites, we can detect anomalies and pinpoint

the potential root causes of memory leaks. Such diagnosis can be accomplished

before visible memory bloat occurs, and in time proportional to the execution of

test suite. We evaluate our approach using real leaks found in 7 Java applications.

Results show that our approach has sufficient detection accuracy and is useful in

isolating the leaky allocation site: exact defect locations rank relatively high in the

lists of suspicious code locations if the tests trigger the leak pattern. Our
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prototypical system imposes an acceptable instrumentation and execution overhead

for possible memory leak detection even in large software projects.

4.1 Introduction

Software systems are becoming more complex due to growth in size and functionality.

This increases the risk of latent defects which are difficult to be detected by the unit

and integration testing. Memory leaks are the most prominent type of latent defects.

They occur if objects remain in heap memory but are never reaccessed. However, also

other types of latent defects (e.g., unterminated threads, unreleased file descriptors or

pipes) finally lead to increased memory consumption and can be reduced to memory

management problems.

Although the garbage collector is responsible for the memory management in

memory-managed languages such as Java, C# or Python, they still suffer from

memory leaks. The reason for this is that garbage collectors of these languages

over-approximate object aliveness by its reachability [16]. Consequently, a reachable

object is not disposed of even if it will not be used again. The most common

scenario for such defects is forgotten references in collection data structures [132].

For example, objects encapsulating requests to a web server are frequently

referenced from a collection data structure (list or map) which implements a

processing queue. If the reference is not removed from the queue after the request is

processed, the garbage collector cannot dispose of the associated object, and a

memory depletion occurs.

Leaks are notoriously hard to detect, reproduce, and fix. One of the reasons

is long latency between leak triggering and the manifestation of visible symptoms

such as memory bloat or performance degradation [49]. A further problem is their

sensitivity to inputs and execution environments [16]. As a consequence, many of

such defects escape in-house quality assurance measures including unit, integration,

and even performance testing. If these bugs be discovered in customer usage, they

can have a significant economic impact. For example, a “latent memory leak bug”

has caused a partial outage of Amazon’s EC2 cloud service on 22 October 2012 [5],

affecting operations of hundreds of EC2 customers.
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Memory leak diagnosis is an important problem for both researchers and

practitioners. Based on an empirical study on the publications of the top tier

software engineering conferences, the detection, and root cause analysis of memory

leaks is among the top 10 highly rated research ideas [75]. Several tools [38, 49, 86]

and research techniques are developed and designed to help developers to detect and

isolate memory leaks. Most of these approaches for the diagnosis of memory leaks

follow a “symptom to root cause” algorithm to detect memory issues [130]. One

strategy is to apply staleness analysis to identify “dead” objects - those objects

which can not be accessed for a long time [16, 50, 60, 93, 132]. Another group of

works is based on analyzing heap growth [23, 59, 111, 112], or analysis of captured

state [28, 86, 88, 129]. Most of these works assume that a leak has been already

observed and test code triggering the leak is available. They help the developer with

isolating the root causes of a leak at the cost of a proprietary execution environment

(e.g., modified JVM [16]) or significant execution slowdown (e.g., 300-400% for

Java [132]). Recent approaches for C/C++ focus on performance efficiency and

promise a slowdown of ≤3% [60]. Such a low overhead makes them usable in a

production environment and allows leak detection at customer sites.

However, none of these works address the fact that virtually all non-trivial software

projects today (1) are developed as a series of relatively small code changes, and

(2) are accompanied by an extensive suite of software tests which check (primarily)

functional properties of the artifact. In this work we exploit (1) for an anomaly-

detection based approach for leak diagnosis, and (2) for triggering memory leaks

during in-house testing. Our approach supports the automated diagnosis of memory

leaks during the software development phase and helps to pinpoint the root causes if

a leak is captured. It requires only small modifications on software testing framework

and no changes in the source code of tests and software. This is an essential factor

for its acceptance and practicability in the context of existing projects. Since our

method is an anomaly detection technique, it is not necessary to execute the test

until significant memory bloat occurs (such bloat is a prerequisite for most existing

methods). In this way, diagnosis time remains proportional to the time for executing

the project’s test code.
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4.1.1 Core Idea

Inspired by the Delta Debugging [138] for isolation of “crashing” errors we use

software version comparison to uncover memory-related defects of the current

(latest) software version. In this way, we can extract additional information which is

not available when investigating each software version by itself an approach taken

by previous work. Figure 4.1 outlines the approach. Given an older and current

version of the software under development, we try to identify differences in memory

allocation and deallocation behavior for each allocation site between these two

versions. The workloads used here are unmodified (unit or integration) tests. We

assign each such allocation site an anomaly score (denoted as leak confidence LC,

Section 4.2.4) and rank the sites by this value. Unusually high LC values of

top-ranked sites might indicate a new memory leak. Detection can be performed by

manual evaluation of such top LC scores. For automated leak detection, the leak

confidence of top-ranked sites can be compared against a threshold. If an alert is

triggered, the ranking of sites supports debugging by indicating which allocation

sites should be checked first.

4.1.2 Contributions

This chapter presents the following contributions:

• We propose an approach for diagnosis of memory leaks (Section 4.2.1) based

on comparison of software versions under development. Contrary to other

approaches, such diagnosis can be made during the development phase and

before visible memory bloat occurs, in time proportional to the execution of a

project’s test code.

• We validate our approach using both synthetic and real-world cases. We inject

memory leaks at random places of different components of Apache Hadoop.

Moreover, we evaluate our approach in seven real-world cases found in five

medium to large-scale projects. We perform extensive empirical evaluations of

the accuracy and efficiency of our approach and provide estimations on

execution time and memory overheads (Section 4.4).
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Figure 4.1: Overview of our approach.

• The results show that if the test code (provided with the project) triggers the

execution of defect-related allocation sites, our approach can accurately

diagnose leak-inducing allocation site with a low rate of false positives

(Section 4.4). Furthermore, the overheads on our prototypical testbed indicate

that the approach is feasible for performing leak diagnosis during the

development phase and before the release time.

4.2 Leak Detection via Version Comparison

Our approach is based on comparing object allocation and deallocation behavior of

a previous version vold and a target (usually most recent) version vnew of a software

artifact under development (Figure 4.1). Our method attempts to diagnose leaks

which have been newly introduced by code evolution between vold and vnew. We do

not assume that vold is leak-free but leaks already present in vold are less likely to be

discovered. Thus, the choice of vold should consider its reliability, mainly whether

memory bloat has been observed during prolonged execution. Our approach works

with both C/C++ and managed languages, with the only difference being

technicalities of code instrumentation. The details of our prototypical

implementation in Java are outlined in Section 4.3.1.1.
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4.2.1 Approach Description

The first component of our method is monitoring all heap memory allocation and

deallocation events. These events are grouped by individual allocation sites, i.e., code

statements which triggered the allocation (for deallocation of memory/object, its

allocation site is still the grouping criterion). To this end, we use code instrumentation

via bytecode rewriting as described in Section 4.3.1.1. In the case of Java Virtual

Machine (JVM) used for our prototypical implementation, all memory allocations on

the heap are caused by object creation, and so we equal memory allocation and object

instantiation on the heap.

An essential element of our approach is the comparison of allocation behavior at

the granularity of individual allocation sites between different versions of the

software under development. For each allocation site, its allocation profile under

execution of multiple different tests is recorded. Metrics which exploit data from

these multiple runs (Section 4.2.4) and also data comparison between software

versions allow deciding about the potential presence of a leak. If yes, similar criteria

determine the rank of a particular allocation site in a list of suspicious leak-inducing

allocation sites (Section 4.2.5).

4.2.2 Instrumentation and Data Collection

Given software versions vold and vnew, we identify (by static analysis) in each version

all code locations which can allocate heap memory. In Java, such an allocation

is triggered by object instantiation; in C/C++ this can also be caused by calling

new() or related functions. We denote such a code location as an allocation site

as and identify it by a source file ID, line number and (in case of Java) the class

of the instantiated object. With such a specification, each allocation site uniquely

corresponds to a location in the application bytecode.

In the subsequent phase of the diagnosis, we execute a series of software tests on

instrumented versions of both vold and vnew and collect allocation-related data from

each test run. For clarity, we speak in the following about unit tests (symbol ut), but

in fact, any other type of test or terminating code can be used. In detail, for a given
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unit test ut and software version v the following data is logged for each allocation site

as:

• number na of objects allocated at as during the whole execution of ut.

• among all objects created at as, the number nd of objects deallocated during

the execution of ut.

Of particular interest is the number of residual objects which have not been

deallocated upon termination (counted for a particular allocation site). Given an as,

we compute the residual objects for as by nr = na − nd. Based on this number, we

call as with nr > 0 as suspicious allocation site, otherwise as a safe allocation site.

The data obtained after running ut under artifact version v are the tuples (IDas,

na, nd) for all allocation sites, where IDas is data described above which uniquely

identifies an allocation site. We call this set of tuples (over all allocation sites) an

allocation profile and denote it by profileold(ut) or just profileold for vold and by

profilenew(ut) (or profilenew) for vnew. Note that test execution is not always

deterministic, and so the allocation profile might depend on a particular run.

The full results of the dynamic data collection are a set Dold of all allocation

profiles (i.e., overall unit tests) executed under vold, and an analogous set Dnew for

vnew.

4.2.3 Types of Allocation Sites

Some of the allocation sites present in profileold do not exist or have not been executed

in profilenew and vice versa. This gives rise to the following grouping of allocation

sites:

• Old allocation sites. These are allocation sites which are recorded only in the

allocation profile profileold. As we are interested in leak discovery in the newer

software version vnew, such allocation sites can be safely ignored.

• New allocation sites. These are allocation sites which are visible only in the

new allocation profile profilenew.

• Matching allocation sites. These are allocation sites which appear in both old

and new profiles.
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Line insertions or deletions due to changes between previous and new software

version change line numbering for all subsequent lines in the respective source file.

This issue creates a technical problem for pairing (matching) allocation sites between

versions. For example, if in source file F a new line after the line number k has been

added, each line with number j > k in the older version of F corresponds to line

with the number j + 1 in the newer version of F . Since line numbers are part of data

identifying an allocation site, the line numbers must be adjusted to identify all new

and matching sites correctly.

We solve this problem with an algorithm, called statement matching algorithm

which analyses the differences between source codes of vold and vnew and adjusts line

numbers in all profiles profilenew. The input of this algorithm are patches (*.diff

- files) expressing code differences between vold and vnew obtained by querying a

software repository for the project. However, also any other data comparison tool

which produces output in unified diff format can be used for preprocessing.

4.2.3.1 Statement Matching Algorithm

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, our algorithm locates first the drift candidates (lines 5-9),

i.e., the allocation sites which can be a matching site by adjusting the line number

of that allocation site. To do this, we define three sets: old, new, and matching. If

an allocation site is only in the older or newer version, we map it into the old or new

set, respectively. If an allocation site is in both versions with the same source line

number and class name, we map it to the matching set.

For older set entries, our approach attempts to compute drift amount pointing to

the new source line in the newer version (i.e., an entry in the new set). For each entry

in the drift candidates list, we check whether the source line of that entry has been

moved or removed after the changes in the newer version. If it is removed, we also

remove that entry from the drift candidates list (lines 13-17). Otherwise, we calculate

the drift (lines 18-28). The drift is yielded by the sum of the added lines reduced by

the sum of the removed lines if the addition or deletion of a line occurs before the

line number of the drift candidate in the same source file. Finally, after updating the

drift candidates from the old set (lines 30-31), we try to find an entry in the new set

for each of the remaining drift candidates. Each entry in the drift candidates which
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Auxiliary functions:
- oldAS, newAS : allocation sites pairs for older and newer versions
- lineType(lineNum): returns type of the source line number of an allocation site in
the diff file, deleted for removed line and added for added line
- labeledOldAS, labeledNewAS : Two lists of allocation sites with match labels for each
allocation site in oldAS and newAS. For each allocation sites, matchLabel = 0 if it
exists in both oldAS and newAS, “-2” if it only exists in oldAS and “-1” if it only
belongs to newAS
Input: diffFile, labeledOldAS as a set of allocation sites only in oldAS
Output: amount of drifts for allocation sites in oldAS
function computeDrift(labeledOldAS, oldVersion, newVersion):
1: updatedOldAS, driftCandidates, chunkList ← new List[]
2: diffFile ← getDifferenceUsingDiff(oldVersion,newVersion)
3: chunkList ← parseDiffToChunksOfChanges(diffFile)
5: for allocation site in labeledOldAS do
6: if matchLabel(allocation site) ==−2 then
7: driftCandidates ← allocation site
8: end if
9: end do
10: for allocation site in driftCandidates do
11: srcFile,lineNum ← getSiteParam(allocation site):
12: for chunk in chunkList do
13: if(srcFile and lineNum) in chunk then
15: if lineType(lineNum) == deleted then
16: break
17: end if
18: initialize drift variable
19: chunkStartLineNum ← getChunkLineNum(chunk)
20: if lineNum > chunkStartLineNumthen
21: for statement in chunk do
22: if lineType(statement) == deleted then
23: drift ← drift − 1
24: else if lineType(statement) = added then
25: drift ← drift +1
26: end if
27: end do
28: end if
28: end if
29: end do
30: lineNum← lineNum + drift
31: updatedOldAS ← (srcFile:lineNum, class)
33: end do
34: return updatedOldAS

Figure 4.2: Matching algorithm for drift computation of two software versions.
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can be matched to an entry in the newer set using drift algorithm will be removed

from both older and newer sets and mapped to the matching set.

4.2.4 Leak Confidence Score

This section describes the computation of a scalar anomaly measure called leak

confidence score (LC) from the complete sets of allocation profiles Dold and Dnew.

This score maps each allocation site as encountered in vnew to a numerical value

LC(as) in [0, 1], with higher values indicating higher defect probability. The general

form of LC(as) is:

LC(as) = A(as) ∗B(as) ∗ C(as), (4.1)

with terms A(as), B(as), and C(as) described below. Their definitions are based on

our empirical observations and our prior research on memory leak detection [65].

To simplify the notation, we introduce for x 6= 0, y 6= 0 the normalized harmonic

mean of x and y H(x, y) defined by:

H[x, y] =
1

1/x + 1/y
.

We set H = 0 if x = 0 or y = 0.

4.2.4.1 Factor A(as)

This factor captures the overall strength of an allocation site as in terms of residual

objects. It only considers the version vnew. It exploits as a core idea the observation

that a leaky allocation site as is likely to deallocate only a few of its allocated objects.

This should hold for any unit test ut and will yield a high “relative” number of residual

objects nr(as, ut)/na(as, ut).

We can achieve a higher robustness if we consider the set UT (as) of all unit tests

which cover as. This motives the definition of the rate of residuals ResidR: it is
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the fraction of allocated objects which are not deallocated during the execution of

relevant unit tests:

ResidR(as) =

∑
ut∈UT (as) nr(as, ut)∑
ut∈UT (as) na(as, ut)

. (4.2)

Our experiments have shown that leaky allocation sites have higher absolute

number of residual objects
∑

ut∈UT (as) nr(as, ut) (summed over all relevant unit

tests). The final formula for A(as) combines both expressions via the normalized

harmonic mean:

A(as) = H[ResidR(as, UT ),
∑

ut∈UT

nr(as, ut)]. (4.3)

4.2.4.2 Factor B(as)

This factor captures how easily a memory leak is triggered at an allocation site as by

a unit test that exercises it. It only considers version vnew. If an allocation site as

becomes a leak cause, then it is likely to create residual objects under many different

execution patterns (represented by different unit tests). We define (”dirty”) test rate

TestR(as) as the fraction of unit tests ut (among unit tests in UT (as)) for which the

number of residual objects nr(as, ut) is greater than zero.

The metric TestR(as) can be inaccurate in case of small |UT (as)|, i.e., if allocation
site as executed only few times. To dampen the impact of such cases, we use harmonic

mean of TestR(as) and |UT (as)|:

B(as) = H[TestR(as), |UT (as)|]. (4.4)

4.2.4.3 Factor C(as)

This factor measures the “leakiness” of an allocation site as in the new version vnew

compared to the old version vold (and hence considers both versions). If an allocation

site as becomes a leak cause due to evolution between versions vold and vnew, the

number of its residual objects nr(as) is likely to increase in vnew. We define the

NresidChR(as) as the relative change in the number of residual objects of as in the

older version to the newer version:
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NresidChR(as) =
nr(as, vnew)− nr(as, vold)

nr(as, vnew)
.

Note that for new allocation sites, nr(as, vold) is equal to zero, and so we have

NresidChR(as) = 1 in such cases.

Allocation sites with larger value of numerator ∆(as) := nr(as, vnew)−nr(as, vold)

have higher probability to be a memory leak. Therefore we define C(as) as the

harmonic mean of NresidChR(as) and ∆(as):

C(as) = H[NresidChR(as), ∆(as)]. (4.5)

4.2.5 Ranking

The sets Dold and Dnew of all allocation profiles are used to compute the Leak

Confidence LC (Section 4.2.4) for each allocation site triggered in the current

software version vnew. In the next analysis step, the allocation sites in vnew are

ranked by their LC values in decreasing order. In this way, we obtain a ranked list

of suspects with most suspicious sites being top-ranked.

4.2.6 Discussion

Why unit testing? Software systems are becoming more complicated due to

growth in size and functionality. This growing complexity causes more bugs in

software. Fixing bugs during the development phase can save a lot of time and

costs. Unit testing is a simple and efficient way to find most of the bugs during the

development phase. Many of today’s software projects have included an extensive

tests suite. However, unit testing is usually used for testing the functional

properties. Due to the severity of memory leaks, it would be highly beneficial to

find such bugs before a software release. For this reason, in this work, we tried to

propose an approach which uses unit testing to pinpoint memory leaks in the

development phase.

Fixing memory leaks. Although the goal of our approach is to isolate the leak-

inducing allocation sites, it is the main and challenging step toward fixing the memory
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leak. During the search for real-world memory leaks in the bug repositories of Java

applications, we noticed that many reported leaks are not a real memory leak. Many

leak-related issues are labeled as “invalid” or “not a problem”. Limited knowledge

about the behavior of memory leaks or interpreting other problems such as race

condition as a memory leak are some of the reasons for having an incorrect report of

memory leak. This confirms that the proper isolation and detection of memory leaks

acts as the first and main step toward fixing and removing memory leaks.

4.3 Experimental Design

4.3.1 Methodology

To evaluate how our approach works in the diagnosis of memory leak, we used both

synthetic and real-world memory leaks. All of the experiments are conducted in a

virtual machine with 8 GB physical memory running on a 2.9 GHz Intel Dual Core

i7-3520M CPU with Ubuntu 12.04. We used Java 1.6.0_27 with 4 GB heap size.

Framework, data and evaluation results of our approach are available online1. Note

that all of the steps in order to compute the leak confidence analysis and to report

the ranked list of the suspicious allocation sites are fully automated.

4.3.1.1 Instrumentation

We use instrumentation to record the allocation profiles (Section 4.2.2). In Java, an

allocation site corresponds to a unique location in the bytecode. We specify it by the

name of the corresponding source file, the line number of this allocation site in the

source file, and the class of instantiated object. In this way, the developer can identify

(during leak isolation) the code location more quickly than via bytecode position.

Object allocation. To monitor and record object allocations we use the library

java-allocation-instrumenter [79]. It performs static code analysis and instruments

bytecode at each allocation site. This instrumentation calls our proprietary code hook

which inspects the current stack trace. We retrieve the code location of the caller (i.e.,

allocation site source file and line number) and save this information together with

1http://1drv.ms/1GU3Pfn
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Table 4.1: Subject programs. Column “# Unit Tests” shows the number of unit tests
used in the evaluation.

Subject Program # LOC # Unit Tests
Hadoop-Common 94k 234
Hadoop-Yarn 163k 85
Hadoop-HDFS 200k 315
Hadoop-MapReduce 157k 166
Snappy-Java 2.5k 6
Apache Thrift 6k 18
Apache Solr 38k 19
Apache Nutch 27k 31

the class of the instantiated object in a hash map. Our hook also checks whether the

allocation site is located in one of the source files of interest. Note that we exclude

code in the third-party libraries.

Object deallocation. The final function of the code hook is to prepare

notifications of object deallocations. To this end we link via phantom references

(using Java’s sun.misc.Cleaner.create() method) each newly allocated object with a

proprietary callback method. This method executes precisely once after the object

has been deallocated. It can identify the allocation site as for the object and

updates the deallocation count for it.

After a test is finished but the JVM is still alive, we enforce a garbage collection

and record the statistics na and nd for each monitored allocation site.

4.3.1.2 Experimental Setup

We evaluated the accuracy of our approach on two sets of known memory leaks:

(a) Eight synthetic defects causing controllable memory leaks injected in the source

code of the Apache Hadoop framework; (b) Seven real leaks found in different Java

applications/projects. The subject programs used in the evaluation are listed in

Table 4.1.

For experiments on the dataset (a) we injected defective code into the four

components of Apache Hadoop2, namely Common, Yarn, HDFS and MapReduce.

Apache Hadoop is a large-scale open source software project containing more than 1

2http://hadoop.apache.org
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Table 4.2: Hadoop source code versions used in the evaluation of synthetic leaks.
Column “Development Revision” shows the used revisions. Column “Changed Files”
shows the differences between V0 and V1 in terms of files, where “m” and “a” indicate
the number of modified and added files, respectively. Column “#Changed Lines”
states the total number of changed lines between both versions.

Version Development Changed #Changed
Revision Files Lines

V0 r1446308 42m + 1a 1401
V1 r1450807

million lines3 of Java code with many development revisions. Each component

includes a comprehensive test suite. These features make Apache Hadoop a suitable

environment for the evaluation of our approach for suitability for large-scale

software systems.

In the experiments using dataset (b), we collected seven real leaks from five large

open source applications. Three out of seven cases are from Apache Hadoop. The rest

is collected from four other applications: Snappy-Java, Apache Solr, Apache Nutch,

and Apache Thrift (Table 4.1). The first column of Table 4.5 shows the details of the

corresponding leaks.

Snappy-Java4 is a port of Snappy project used in many programs and

frameworks such as Apache Spark, Big Table, MapReduce for compression and

decompression. Apache Solr5 is an open source enterprise search platform mainly for

full-text searching. Apache Nutch6 is an open source, scalable, feature-rich web

search engine. Apache Thrift7 is a software framework for the development of

scalable and efficient cross-language services.

4.3.1.3 Implementation of Synthetic Defects

To simulate both matching and new allocation sites, we inject code triggering

synthetic memory leaks into each of the two consecutive Hadoop development

revisions V0 and V1 described in Table 4.2. For each of V0 and V1, the leak-triggering
3On February 18, 2016, Open hub (https://www.openhub.net/p/Hadoop) was reporting that

Apache Hadoop has 1,107,731 lines of Java code
4https://github.com/xerial/snappy-java
5http://lucene.apache.org/solr
6http://nutch.apache.org
7https://thrift.apache.org
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Auxiliary data structure: static array leakingObject
private final static java.util.Collection <byte[ ]> leakingObject =
new java.util.LinkedList <byte[ ]>();
function addLeak (allocationSiteIndex, AAStype, leakStrength) :
1: if AAStype 6= invisible then
2: leakSize = random integer from 1, . . . , leakStrength
3: byte[ ] allocatedMemory = new byte[leakSize];
4: if AAStype = leaky then
5: leakingObject.add(allocatedMemory);
6: end if
7: end if

Figure 4.3: Pseudo code of the Artificial Allocation Site (AAS) used as a leak-
triggering defect.

code is inserted at matching code locations. These consequent development

revisions were randomly selected from the Hadoop code repository. The eight code

locations for injections were also chosen randomly (yet we covered all four Hadoop

components).

Each leak-triggering patch is implemented as a piece of code which creates a

byte array and can add it to a static Java collection each time the code is executed.

Figure 4.3 shows the pseudo code of such an injection. We call the Java statement

creating a byte array an artificial allocation site (AAS ).

We can control the settings of each AAS via parameter AAS type to enforce three

states: invisible, non-leaky and leaky. An AAS is invisible if no byte array is allocated

upon its execution. We use this state to simulate allocation sites of type new in V1:

this is achieved by setting AAS to invisible in V0 and its sibling in V1 to non-leaky or

leaky. If an AAS in V0 and its sibling in V1 are both either non-leaky or leaky, the

AAS in V1 is obviously of type matching.

Furthermore, we control another parameter called leak strength s (in bytes) which

bounds the maximum size of a created synthetic leak (i.e., allocated byte array). The

actual amount of memory allocated for each leak is picked randomly from interval

[1, . . . , s] using uniform distribution. Using this randomness property, we ensure that

our injected leak is non-deterministic and therefore it is more similar to the real-world

cases.
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However, large values of s cause to inflate the accuracy of our leak diagnosis

approach. Identifying a large memory leak in comparison with other allocation sites

with small or no residual objects can be “too easy” even with an imprecise leak

detector. Therefore we use as the leak strength the value s = 10 (bytes) for matching

sites, and leak strength s = 2 for simulated new allocation sites. These small values

are conservative and selected to evaluate whether our approach is accurate even in

case of small leaks.

4.3.2 Research Questions

To evaluate our approach, we designed experiments to answer the following research

questions:

RQ1:How accurate is our approach in diagnosing memory leaks caused

by synthetic defects (dataset a)?

To answer this question, we activate each of the 8 synthetic defects (one by one)

to cause memory leaks, in each case with allocation site types new and matching. In

each of the resulting 16 cases we apply our approach and report: 1) the leak confidence

score for the injected (artificial) allocation sites and 2) the the position of the injected

allocation site in the ranked list of the suspicious allocation sites (Section 4.4.1).

RQ2: What is the accuracy of our approach for diagnosis of real

memory leaks (dataset b)?

To answer this research question, we perform the leak confidence analysis for

each of the seven issues listed in Table 4.4 on two application variants: on a leaky

version (i.e., containing memory leak), and a non-leaky version (an application version

committed to the repository before the leaky version). We report: 1) the leak the

confidence score for the leaky allocation site, 2) the position of this allocation site in

the ranked list of the suspicious allocation sites, 3) the number of allocation sites with

the LC > 0, and the value of LCmax (Section 4.4.2). Also, we describe the details for

each of these seven issues.

RQ3: What is the impact of each factor of the leak confidence metric

LC on the accuracy of memory leak diagnosis?

In Section 4.2.4, we proposed three factors to compute the leak confidence metric.

This research question evaluates the impact of these factors on the performance of
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our approach on dataset b. To answer RQ3, we perform the leak confidence analysis

separately for each factor (over all of the subject programs), and then compare the

results with the results obtained by the last metric (Equation 4.1).

RQ4: What is the overhead of our approach in terms of runtime and

memory usage?

To answer RQ4, we evaluate our approach in terms of runtime and memory

overhead (Section 4.4.4). For each unit test we collect metrics Runtime and

Resident Set Size (RSS) after the execution of each unit test. Finally, we aggregate

the collected measures overall unit tests for the program in question and report the

overall results for each case.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we answer the research questions.

4.4.1 Experiment I: Evaluation of Synthetic Defects

In the first experiment, we try to answer RQ1 by evaluating the accuracy of our

approach using synthetic defects. To this end, we designed two scenarios: new site

analysis and matching site analysis (Section 4.2.3).

New site analysis. Memory leak is introduced in the newer version of the

software in question. Given an allocation site as and a consecutive version pair

< V0, V1 >, as only exists in the heap profile of version V1 with nr(as)v1 > 0. For

this scenario, we insert the synthetic leak (pseudo code shown in Figure 4.3) in the

random places of version V1 of Hadoop program shown in Table 4.2. Then we adjust

leak strength s = 2 for each leak (i.e., injected leak has a size of at most 2 bytes).

Matching site analysis. Leak-inducing allocation site already exists in the

older version, but it is inactive and is triggered by the committed changes in the

newer version. Scenario “b” means that as exists in the heap profile of both versions

with nr(as)v1 > nr(as)v0 . In this scenario, we insert the synthetic leak in the random

places of both versions of Hadoop shown in Table 4.2. Then we adjust leak strength

s = 0 for each leak (i.e., leaky allocation site is visible but with a very small size) in
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Table 4.3: Evaluation results of synthetic memory leaks. Column “Leak ID” indicates
each synthetic leak. Section (a) reports the LC value for the leaky AAS(Column
“LC”) and also the difference between the LC values of the first two entries of the
ranked list (Column “LC diff”). Section (b) shows the result of leak isolation: Column
“rank” reports the rank of leaky AAS in the ranked list and Column “#Candidates”
shows the number of allocation sites with LC > 0.

Leak ID AAS
(a) LC Analysis (b) Leak Isolation

LC
LC Rank # Candidates
Diff LC > 0

common#1 new 0.99 0.10 1 86
common#2 matching 0.99 0.33 1 5161
yarn#1 new 0.95 0.08 1 121
yarn#2 matching 0.96 0.3 1 5572
yarn#3 new 0.96 0.09 1 97
yarn#4 matching 0.96 0.25 1 5838
yarn#5 new 0.96 0.09 1 178
yarn#6 matching 0.96 0.23 1 5218
hdfs#1 new 0.99 0.11 1 129
hdfs#2 matching 0.99 0.24 1 5265
hdfs#3 new 0.99 0.13 1 120
hdfs#4 matching 0.99 0.26 1 5265
mr#1 new 0.97 0.1 1 190
mr#2 matching 0.97 0.12 1 5732
mr#3 new 0.94 0.09 1 170
mr#4 matching 0.94 0.14 1 5492
no leak new 0.88 0.06 - 156
no leak matching 0.69 0 - 5974

the version V0 and leak strength s = 10 for each leak (i.e., injected leak has size of at

most 10 bytes) in the version V1.

To find the suspicious allocation site in each scenario, we execute all unit tests

over both old and newer versions and collect the heap profiles overall unit tests

(Section 4.2.2). Finally, we use our leak confidence analysis (Section 4.2.4) to

identify the most suspicious allocation sites and report these allocation sites as a

ranked list to the developer. All experimental data for synthetic defect evaluation of

the new and matching sites are reported in the Table 4.3. The results show that our

approach can diagnose the leak-inducing allocation sites accurately with a high leak

confidence score.
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Section (a) in the Table 4.3 reports the highest leak confidence value in each case

in addition to the difference between the leak confidence value of the first two entries

of the ranked list. Although the size of the injected leaks was small, our approach

could detect all of them with a high leak confidence. In all of these cases, the injected

leaks had the highest leak confidence among all of the other reported allocation sites

in the ranked list. This is an essential feature of our approach - it can report the

leak-inducing allocation site with a high leak confidence score. Also, the results show

that in most of the matching memory leaks, there is a relatively big difference between

the leak confidence value of the first two ranked allocation sites. It reveals that if a

leak pattern is triggered due to changes in the newer version of the code, then our

approach can detect it. However, for new memory leaks there exists a small gap

between the first two entries in the ranked list.

With further investigation of the experimental data, we found out that if an

allocation site is leaky, the number of residual objects in most of the unit tests

exercising this specific allocation site is greater than zero. Furthermore, if an

allocation site with residual objects greater than zero is triggered frequently, our

approach reports it with a high leak confidence value. This makes sense in the

real-world scenarios because some functions are more frequently executed and

memory issues due to the execution of these functions cause more effects in the

performance of the application (rather than a memory defect in a rarely executed

function).

Table 4.3(b) reports the results of leak isolation. There are a large number of

allocation sites with several residual objects greater than zero which can be observed

by monitoring the running unit tests. Having a ranked list on these allocation sites

to highlight the most-suspicious ones can accelerate finding the root cause of memory

leaks by developers. To this end, our approach reports a ranked list based on the leak

confidence analysis (Section 4.2.5) for new and matching sites. The results show that

all synthetic memory leaks are ranked first in both types of allocation sites.

4.4.2 Answer to RQ2: Evaluation of Real-World Issues

The second experiments evaluate the efficiency of our leak diagnosis approach in real-

world cases. We collected seven real cases from different Java projects listed in the
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Table 4.4: Information related to the real memory leaks. Column “#Trig. UT(#Total
UT)” shows the number of unit tests which trigger the leak pattern. The number in
parenthesis indicates the total number of unit tests for that project.

Issue Status Leaky Non-Leaky #Trig. UT
Version Version (#Total UT)

hadoop-8632 fixed 2.0.0a 0.20.0 135(234)
hdfs-5671 fixed 2.2.0 2.0.6-alpha 2(315)
yarn-1382 fixed 2.2.0 0.23.11 23(46)
thrift-1468 fixed 0.5.0 0.4.0 0(18)
snappy-91 fixed 1.1.1.5 1.1.1.3 2(6)
solr-1042 fixed 1.3 1.2.1 11(19)
nutch-925 fixed 1.2 0.8 13(31)

Table 4.4. For each of these cases, the developers fixed the reported leak by applying

new patches to the leaky version. We used these patches to find the leak-inducing

allocation site and also to verify the accuracy and efficiency of our approach. Note

that to fix memory leaks, developers have changed multiple lines of code in different

files. However, in each case, we marked the leak-inducing allocation site as the root

cause of the memory leak.

For each real case, we reproduced the leaky version from the information provided

by the issue report in the bug repository. For non-leaky versions, we manually found

a non-leaky version prior to the leaky one by comparing the source codes. In this

way, we obtained seven pairs of software versions (one per issue): <non-leaky older

version, leaky newer version>. Although the manual finding a non-leaky version is

quite tedious, this step is needed only in the evaluation, and it is not a limitation of

our approach.

For experiments, we collect and analyze data before and after leak-inducing

changes in each of the seven cases. For each case, we executed all unit tests for both

non-leaky and leaky versions of the program in question. Then we applied the leak

confidence analysis to find the leak-inducing allocation site corresponding to a

memory leak.

Table 4.5 shows the result of leak isolation and leak confidence analysis for each

case. In 4 out of 7 cases, the allocation site contributing to memory leaks were

ranked in the top 10. In issue Snappy-91, we report the instantiation site of the leaky
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Table 4.5: Results of leak confidence analysis and leak isolation for real cases. Section
(a) shows the result of the leak isolation: rank of the leak-inducing allocation site and
the size of the ranked list of suspects with LC > 0. Section (b) reports as LC the
leak confidence score for the leak-inducing allocation site and as LCmax the largest
leak confidence value among all sites in the ranked list.

Issue (a) Leak Isolation (b) LC Analysis

Rank #Candidates (LC > 0) LC LCmax

hadoop-8632 2 3007 0.98 0.99
hdfs-5671 668 5524 0.54 0.99
yarn-1382 115 2368 0.79 0.96
thrift-1468 - 151 - 0.71
snappy-91 1 40 0.57 0.57
solr-1042 4 129 0.77 0.83
nutch-925 8 226 0.8 0.91

allocation site as rank one. The root cause of memory leaks in issues HADOOP-8632,

Solr-1042 and Nutch-925 were ranked 2, 4 and 8, respectively.

For issues HDFS-5671 and YARN-1382, our approach assigns low ranks to the

leak-inducing allocation sites. The reasons are discussed in Section 4.4.2.1. In case

of the issue Thrift-1468, our approach did not include the root cause of memory leak

in the list of suspects. This can be attributed to the fact that the unit tests at all

do not trigger the leak-activating allocation site. Consequently, this allocation site

did not appear in the list of known allocation sites. In the following, we provide a

detailed analysis of each real case.

4.4.2.1 Case Studies

Hadoop Common

Issue HADOOP-86328 reports that a newly introduced variable CACHE_CLASSES

in the configuration class caused a leak on the class loaders. This variable is a part of a

patch for solving a performance regression bug in issue HADOOP-6133. Therefore the

changes in the HADOOP-6133 could be the root cause of this memory leak. However,

the memory leak was reported three years after HADOOP-6133 was submitted in issue

8https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HADOOP-8632
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HADOOP-8632. Consequently, a developer has modified the code with converting the

strong reference of the class to its ClassLoader to a weak reference:� �
−−− org/apache/hadoop/conf/Configuration.java

+++ org/apache/hadoop/conf/Configuration.java

@@ −219,8 +220,8 @@

− private static final Map<ClassLoader, Map<String,

− Class<?>>> CACHE_CLASSES = new

− WeakHashMap<ClassLoader, Map<String, Class<?>>>();

+ private static final Map<ClassLoader, Map<String,

+ WeakReference<Class<?>>>> CACHE_CLASSES = new

+ WeakHashMap<ClassLoader, Map<String, WeakReference<Class<?>>>>();� �
Although there is a large number of changes between the leaky and non-leaky

version, our leak confidence analysis could pinpoint the instantiation site of the

variable CACHE_CLASSES correctly with a high leak confidence score, placing it

at position two in the ranked list of suspects. The reason for such a high leak

confidence score is that the leak pattern, in this case, is exercised by many unit

tests. Also, the residual objects for the leak-inducing allocation site were greater

than zero in all unit tests executing this site.

Hadoop HDFS

Issue HDFS-56719 reports a leak in the getBlockReader method of the

DFSInputStream class. When a client requests a file’s block to DataNode, the

BlockReader will be called from DFSInputStream class. If the cache is missing, a

new pair for BlockReader will be created. However, if an IOException is thrown

during creation of a new BlockReader with the given pair, then the TCP socket used

by the regionserver will not be closed. This causes too many close-wait status

which is a socket (connection) leak and finally results in a huge memory footprint.

To solve this issue, developers changed DFSInputStream class and moved the

statement which creates a new BlockReader into a try block which closes the peer

when there is no new BlockReader.
9https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-5671
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� �
Peer peer = newTcpPeer(dnAddr);

− return BlockReaderFactory.newBlockReader(

− dfsClient .getConf(), file , block, blockToken,

− startOffset , len , verifyChecksum, clientName, peer,

− chosenNode, dsFactory, peerCache,

− fileInputStreamCache , false , curCachingStrategy);

+ try {

+ reader = BlockReaderFactory.newBlockReader(

+ dfsClient .getConf(), file ,block,blockToken, startOffset ,

+ ...

+ } finally {

+ if (reader == null) {

+ IOUtils . closeQuietly (peer) ;

+ }

+ }}� �

We applied our approach to pinpoint the site which calls the new BlockReader.

We used the version reported by the issue as the leaky version. However, for the

correct version, we chose a much earlier version before the leaky one because issue

HDFS-5671 was not reported as a regression error. We exercised this leak to check

the reaction of our approach to the enormous amount of changes between the two

software versions (i.e., leaky and non-leaky versions).

Our approach reported the suspicious statement, however with a low leak

confidence score and low ranking position. The main reason for this low accuracy is

the low number of unit tests which trigger a memory leak. The leak confidence

value is directly dependent on the number of unit tests which trigger a memory leak

pattern. The more triggering unit tests, the higher the value of the leak confidence.

However, in this case, in contrary to issue HADOOP-8632, only two unit tests (from

the total number of 315 unit tests) exercised memory leak pattern which

contributed to low accuracy.
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Hadoop YARN

Issue YARN-138210 reports that NodeListManager class in Hadoop-YARN contains a

memory leak when a node in the unusable nodes set never comes back. This issue was

reported in the comments of another issue (YARN-1343). Based on the description

of the issue, although this is not a huge memory leak, it can be accumulated if the

NodeManager are configured with ephemeral ports which assumes that the nodes are

still new when they are released.

We applied our approach to check whether it can find the leak-inducing allocation

site for this memory leak. Our approach could pinpoint the leaky site with a high leak

confidence score. Also, developer fixed this issue mainly with removing this allocation

site (and also its corresponding code pieces) which is not used in the code anymore:� �
− private Set<RMNode> unusableRMNodesConcurrentSet = Collections

− .newSetFromMap(new ConcurrentHashMap<RMNode,Boolean>());� �
Despite the high LC value for the leak-inducing allocation site, its position is low

in the ranked list. The main reason for the low accuracy is a large number of changes

between the leaky and non-leaky versions. Our approach requires a pair of consecutive

versions of the application in order to categorize the allocation sites and to perform

the leak isolation using the leak confidence analysis. If these two versions have a huge

source code difference (i.e., many versions between the prior and current versions),

the total number of newly introduced allocation sites increases substantially. This

considerably affects the rank of the leak-inducing allocation site and also increases

the number of potential leak suspects.

Snappy-Java

Snappy-Java suffered from a severe memory leak after updating from version 1.1.1.3

to the version 1.1.1.4. This memory leak was reported in issue Snappy-9111. It had

negative effects on Apache Spark 1.2.0 which updated the Snappy-Java library to

the version 1.1.1.4. Due to memory leak introduced in the newer version of the

Snappy-Java, Spark developers roll-backed to the previous version of the

10https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/YARN-1382
11https://github.com/xerial/snappy-java/issues/91
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� �
+ inputBuffer = inputBufferAllocator . allocate ( inputSize ) ;
+ outputBuffer = inputBufferAllocator . allocate (outputSize) ;� �

Figure 4.4: The leak-inducing changes in the Snappy-Java.

Snappy-Java. Figure 4.4 shows the code excerpt which contains the leak-inducing

changes in the SnappyOutputStream class. The outputBuffer is allocated from the

inputBufferAllocator, however it is released to the outputBufferAllocator.

After applying our approach to Snappy-Java, it could catch the instantiation site

of the inputBufferAllocator as a suspicious allocation site with a high leak confidence

score and also assigned it the highest rank in the list of suspects.

Solr

Issue Solr-104212 reports a memory leak in the DataImportHandler. If

SqlEntityProcessor executes DataImport many times, the instances of

TemplateString will be cached. This causes the memory footprint to grow steadily

until it reaches an OutOfMemory exception. The solution for this memory leak is to

use the TEMPLATE_STRING as a non-static variable. This is applied by the

developers to the next version of SOLR:� �
− private static final TemplateString TEMPLATE_STRING = new TemplateString();

+ private final TemplateString templateString = new TemplateString();� �
Our approach could pinpoint the instantiation site of the TEMPLATE_STRING

variable as the root cause of this memory leak by ranking it among the top four

potential root causes. The leak confidence score of the root cause was 0.77 - a small

difference to the site with the highest leak confidence score (0.83).

Nutch

Issue Nutch-92513 reports a severe memory leak in the plugin repository cache used

in the PluginRepository class of NUTCH. The plugins are stored in a WeakHashMap

<conf, plugins>. Each time plugins are needed, a new Class and ClassLoader will be

12https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/SOLR-1042
13https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/NUTCH-925
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created. Since Class and ClassLoader are stored in the permanent heap space they

cannot be garbage collected. Therefore the OutOfMemory exception will be thrown

eventually. Following is the partial changes applied by the developers to fix this issue:� �
− private static final WeakHashMap<Configuration, PluginRepository> CACHE =

− new WeakHashMap<Configuration, PluginRepository>();

+ private static final WeakHashMap<String, PluginRepository> CACHE =

+ new WeakHashMap<String, PluginRepository>();� �
We applied our leak confidence analysis to this memory leak. Our approach could

isolate the leak root cause among the top eight entries of the ranked list with a

relatively high leak confidence score of 0.8.

Thrift

Issue Thrift-146814 reports a memory leak which is captured during the running of

Apache HCatalog. According to the description of this issue, if a HCatalog server runs

for a long time with continuous client requests, the memory footprint of themetastore-

server grows continuously until it reaches anOutOfMemory exception. The HCatalog-

server uses Apache Thrift. There is a WeakHashMap which maps TTransport objects

to their wrapped TSaslServerTransport instances in the class TSaslServerTransport

of the Apache Thrift. However, in the WeakHashMap the value has a hard reference

back to the key. Therefore the entry persists for all time, since the key can not be

garbage collected. This causes an increase in the memory usage when the HCatalog-

server is running. Following is a part of the patch that is applied by the developers

to fix this issue:� �
− private static Map<TTransport, TSaslServerTransport>

− transportMap = Collections .synchronizedMap(new WeakHashMap<TTransport,

− TSaslServerTransport>());

+ private static Map<TTransport, WeakReference<TSaslServerTransport>>

+ transportMap = Collections .synchronizedMap(new WeakHashMap<TTransport,

+ WeakReference<TSaslServerTransport>>());� �
14https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/THRIFT-1468
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Table 4.6: The contribution of each factor in leak confidence analysis of real cases.
Section (a) shows the value of each factor for the leaky allocation site of each of the
cases. Section (b) reports the rank of each leaky allocation site in the ranked list
using each factor.

Issue (a) LC Value (b) Rank
A(as) B(as) C(as) LC(as) A(as) B(as) C(as) LC(as)

hadoop-8632 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 15 1 107 2
hdfs-5671 0.9 0.67 0.9 0.54 552 1777 2662 668
yarn-1382 0.82 0.97 0.99 0.79 761 319 51 115
snappy-91 0.92 0.67 0.92 0.57 1 13 1 1
solr-1042 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.77 5 1 11 4
nutch-925 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.8 14 5 25 8

However, our approach was not successful in the case of Apache Thrift. After

further investigations, we found that the correspondent function triggering this

memory leak was not exercised by the test suites provided with the Apache Thrift.

Naturally, our approach was unable to isolate the root cause.

This memory leak is highly environment-sensitive, and hence it can be only

triggered by exercising a specific pattern. Although this case shows a limitation of

our method, it simultaneously points possible extensions. We can use test

generation techniques with optimization objective to find patterns triggering

memory leaks. This is an important research direction which is also mentioned by

the previous work [96, 130].

4.4.3 Answer to RQ3: Analysis of Factors Contributing to LC

To understand the contribution of each factor in the equation 4.1 on the result of leak

detection, we perform the leak confidence analysis by incrementally applying of each

factor in the equation 4.1. Table 4.6 shows the result of this evaluation for real cases.

From the results, we can observe that all three factors can contribute to the

performance of leak confidence analysis. However, the contribution of each factor

to the LC value depends on the project. For example, the value of B(as) factor

is directly affected by the number of unit tests which their resulting heap profiles

contain the allocation site as. Therefore it is clear to see that the more unit tests are

executing allocation site as, the higher value for B(as) factor will be obtained. This
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value is lowest for the leaky allocation site in HDFS-5671 and Snappy-91 because only

two unit tests exercised the leak path in these cases.

4.4.4 Answer to RQ4: Evaluation of Runtime and Memory

Efficiency

To answer RQ4, we measured the performance of our approach using POSIX-conform

operating system commands. Runtime and Resident Set Size (RSS) are the metrics

that we collected for each unit test.

To compute the overhead of our approach, we collected the runtime and RSS

after the execution of each unit test with and without instrumentation. Then for

each subject programs we aggregated the obtained results from execution of all of the

unit tests corresponded to the subject program. The overhead is then computed as

follows:

overhead =

∑
ut∈UT metricinst −

∑
ut∈UT metricw/o inst.∑

ut∈UT metricw/o inst.

where metric can be the runtime or RSS (metricinst is the value of instrumented

version, and metricw/o inst. without instrumentation) and UT is the set of unit tests

corresponding to each application.

Figure 4.5 shows the runtime and RSS overhead of our approach on the subject

programs. The result shows that our approach imposes a moderate overhead on both

runtime and RSS which makes it applicable for the development phase.

The overhead runtime of our approach is imposed by the instrumentation used

for collecting the heap profiles. It causes delays in both instantiation and deletion of

allocation objects which increases in the overall execution time of the unit tests. As

shown in Figure 4.5, the execution time of the unit tests with instrumentation is from

0.55 to 3.75 times more than the runtime of the unit tests without instrumentation.

One solution to decrease the runtime overhead is the selective instrumentation. For

example, we can instrument only the part of the code which is only relevant to the

recent code changes.

Resident set size (RSS) is also measured for each of the subject programs.

Figure 4.5 shows that the aggregate RSS for each subject programs with
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Figure 4.5: Runtime and RSS overhead of subject programs. Overhead of 1 (y-
axis) means that the instrumented version has twice the runtime or RSS of the non-
instrumented version.

instrumentation is from 0.9 to 3.97 times more than aggregate RSS of that program

without instrumentation.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 What is the Distribution of the Leak Confidence Value

for Various Software Projects?

In this section, we analyze the distribution of the leak confidence value for various

software projects. In a scenario where an allocation site with a highest leak confidence

score is used to alert about the potential presence of leaks automatically, knowledge of

this distribution is essential to find a value of a threshold LCth which balances the rate

of false positives and false negatives. We assume here a simple alerting mechanism

where an alert is triggered if the highest leak confidence score is above a threshold

LCth. A low threshold value can introduce many false positives, while high threshold

values might lead to false negatives (i.e., missing leaky allocation sites).

For this, we plotted the probability density function of leak confidence value for the

allocation sites reported in the ranked list of suspects for each application. Figure 4.6

shows the results of this evaluation for real memory leaks. We can see that for most
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of leak confidence score LC for the allocation sites reported
in the ranked list for real leaks.

projects except snappy the distribution is similar: it peaks around LC value of 0.3,

and it is significantly tailed towards the larger LC values (between 0.8 and 1.0). For

snappy, the peak is at 0.18 and largest LC values are in the range 0.55 - 0.6.

In comparison with Table 4.5, we conclude that such value of the threshold LCth

in the interval 0.7 - 0.8 is reasonable for most but not all projects. Therefore a

“reasonably useful” automated detection of the presence of leaks based on a simple

threshold is possible, but only after a careful investigation of specifics of the targeted

software artifact.

4.5.2 Does Our Approach Help Developers to Detect Memory

Leaks?

Leak detection (i.e., alerting about the existence of any potential new leaks) can be

performed in two ways. The first option is manual inspection of the top-ranked

allocation sites in the ranked list. If the leak confidence value of the top entries is

substantially higher than previously observed values for this application, or if

previously unknown allocation sites surface to the top, a manual alert can be

triggered.
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The second option is to raise an alert automatically if the highest LC value in the

list is above a threshold, i.e., LC(as) > LCth. The optimal value of such a threshold

needs to be adjusted for each application separately. After the investigation on real-

world projects, we found that the threshold for LC value is project-based. It means

that we can not set the same threshold value for any arbitrary project. Section (b) of

Table 4.5 shows the actual leak confidence values of the leak-inducing allocation sites

(column LC). For comparison, we also included LCmax as the largest leak confidence

value among all sites in the ranked list. The values reported for LCmax clearly show

that the top values of the leak confidence scores vary between applications, ranging

between 0.54 (Snappy-91) and 0.99 (HADOOP-8632, HDFS-5671). This makes it

indeed necessary to use application-specific threshold values for automated (threshold-

based) leak detection.

As shown in the Section 4.5.1, it is possible to use our approach for memory leak

detection. However, much more sophisticated methods such as adaptive thresholds or

a combination of a threshold and “novelty” of top-ranked sites are needed to increase

the accuracy of the leak detection. The investigation of such schemata is beyond the

scope of this work.

4.5.3 Can Our Approach Find the Root Cause of the Memory

Leaks?

Leak isolation, finding the root cause of memory leak is performed analogously to

automated debugging: a developer is given a ranked list of suspects and investigates

the code and behavior of the top-ranked allocation sites in this list.

As discussed in Section 4.4, our method is acceptably accurate by placing the

leak-inducing allocation sites close to the top of the ranking list. After further

investigation of the real-world cases, we found out that in most of the cases, the

developers mainly modified the leak-inducing allocation sites (pinpointed by our

approach) to fix memory leaks. This is the case for issues HADOOP-8632,

YARN-1382, HDFS-5671, Solr-1042, and Nutch-925. In Snappy-91, the developers

fix the memory leak issue with changing source code lines different than the

reported top-ranked suspicious allocation sites in the ranked list. However, after
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digging into the source code, we realized that the reported leaky allocation site is

the instantiation site of the modified line. Therefore our approach indirectly

pinpointed the root cause of the memory leak. In such cases, a possible solution for

finding the primary root cause is using common IDEs or some static analysis

approaches such as forward slicing (with instantiation site as seed statement).

4.6 Threats to Validity

Threats to external validity arise when the results of the experiments cannot be

generalized for any arbitrary program. We evaluated our approach on the limited

number of applications. Therefore we can not claim that our approach can isolate

memory leaks in all types of real-world applications. However, we are confident

that our approach can be applied to a variety of Java applications (and C/C++

applications with suitable code instrumentation). This can help developers in the

root cause analysis of memory leaks and also narrowing down the list of suspicious

allocation sites.

Threats to construct validity arise when our approach is unable to pinpoint the

leaky allocation site because of lack of the tests which trigger memory leak pattern.

It means that the accuracy of our approach is influenced by the ability of the tests

to trigger the leak-inducing defects. We can avoid this problem by having test suites

with better code coverage which is a common goal in the quality assurance of current

software projects.

Threats to internal validity arise when our approach instrument the source

code of the application in question. Delay in the instantiation and the destruction of

the allocated objects due to the code instrumentation might affect the run time of

the testing process. However, the overall overhead of our approach is moderate and

is comparable to the existing leak detection approaches.

4.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a regression-based leak detection technique. We

leveraged dynamic analysis to generate the profile of the allocations and
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deallocations for each allocation site in the codebase of the application during

runtime. Then, we compared the resulted profiles between two previous (non-leaky)

and current (leaky) versions of the application to find the suspicious allocation sites.

Then, using a newly introduced confidence score, we rank the suspicious allocation

sites. The top-ranked allocation sites are highly likely potential root causes of the

memory leaks.

From the results of the experiments, we found out that our approach is generally

useful in the detection and isolation of memory leaks. By analyzing the result obtained

from the first experiment (i.e., experiments on synthetic leaks), we can conclude that

our approach can diagnose memory leaks if the (unit) tests exercise the execution

pattern triggering the leak. Therefore, we can assess for RQ1 that our approach is

precise in finding the synthetic leaky allocation sites.

In terms of effectiveness on the real-world cases, we examined our approach on

several mid to large real-world applications (also to verify the scalability of our

detection approach). From six out of seven cases, our approach included the leaky

allocation site in the list of suspects. In four cases, the root cause of memory leaks

was ranked in the top 10 of the ranking report. As such, for RQ2, we can assess

that our approach applies to large, real programs and it can diagnose defects if the

tests code covers the leak-inducing allocation site.

We also evaluated the contribution of the factors used in the leak confidence

metric. As such, for RQ3, we can assess that each of the three factors contribute to

the leak confidence metric. However, the effect of each factor on the leak confidence

value depends on the application.

Based on the measured data we can assess for RQ4 that our approach imposes

acceptable overhead in terms of runtime and memory consumption. This makes our

approach feasible for use in the testing process.

Our proposed approach also differs from previous related work [65]. Compared

to this work, we provided a more robust and accurate result using a leak confidence

analysis. In this chapter, we used a refined metric, mainly the (absolute) numbers

of allocated and deallocated objects measured for many different (unit) tests to find

the suspicious allocation sites statistically while in work [65] the authors only used a

single unit or integration test for finding the suspicious allocation sites.
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Chapter 5

An Empirical Study on Leak-inducing

Defects and Their Repairs

Despite many software engineering efforts and programming language support,

resource and memory leaks remain a troublesome type of issues, even in managed

languages such as Java. Understanding the properties of leak-inducing defects, how

the leaks manifest and how they are repaired is an essential prerequisite for

designing better approaches for avoidance, diagnosis, and repair of leak-related bugs.

We conduct a detailed empirical study on 491 issues from 15 mature and large Java

projects. We propose taxonomies for the leak types, for the defects causing them,

and for the repair actions. We investigate, under several aspects, the distributions

within each taxonomy and the relations between them. Based on our findings we

draw a variety of implications how developers can avoid, detect, isolate and repair

leak-related bugs.

5.1 Introduction

Leaks are unreleased system resources or memory objects which are no longer used by

an application. In memory-managed languages such as Java, C#, or Go, a garbage

collector handles memory management. The garbage collector uses object reachability

to estimate object liveness. It disposes of any heap objects which are no longer

reachable by a chain of references from the root objects. However, if an unused
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object is still reachable from other live objects, the garbage collector cannot reclaim

the space. Aside from memory, finite system resources such as file handles, threads,

or database connections require explicit management specified in the code. It is the

responsibility of the programmer to dispose of the acquired resource after using it;

otherwise, a resource leak is likely.

Leak-related bugs are severe [115] and can finally result in performance

degradation and program crash. Hence, they should be resolved at an early stage of

development. However, due to their non-functional characteristics, leaks are likely

to escape traditional testing processes and become first visible in a production

environment. The root cause of a memory leak can differ from the allocation which

exhausts the memory [59]. Some leaks can only be triggered if abnormal behavior

occurs such as an exception or a race condition. These factors make leak diagnosis

laborious and error-prone.

Defects induced by memory and resource leaks are among the important

problems for both researchers and practitioners. Microsoft engineers consider leak

detection and localization as one of the top ten most significant challenges for

software developers [75]. This problem is addressed by various researchers, tools,

and programming languages. Many previous works targeted memory and resource

leak diagnosis by leveraging static and dynamic analysis. Static analysis is used for

leak detection via finding unclosed resources on different execution

paths [26, 34, 106, 116, 121, 133]. The main challenge of static analysis is the lack of

scalability and high rate of false positives. To mitigate this issue, researchers apply

dynamic analysis techniques for leak diagnosis [14, 37, 50, 59, 88, 94, 131].

Programming languages provide support for programmers to prevent occurrences

of leak-inducing defects. For instance, Java 7 introduces a new language construct,

called try-with-resources1 to dispose of the objects that implement the autoclosable

interface. Various open-source or proprietary tools (e.g., FindBugs2, Infer3) also aim

to help programmers to find the potential leaks in the software codebase. For example,

1https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/exceptions/tryResourceClose.html
2http://findbugs.sourceforge.net
3http://www.fbinfer.com
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FindBugs provides some rules4 to warn programmers about potential file descriptor

leaks.

Despite the above-mentioned academic works, language enhancements, and tool

supports, several challenges are still open. The impact of these efforts depends on

whether they target common or rare issue types, whether they can handle severe

cases, and whether their assumptions are realistic enough to be applicable in practice.

Programming language enhancements such as try-with-resources or tool support

such as FindBugs help to find only the resource leaks and no memory leaks. Many

of the academic works are motivated by anecdotal evidence or by empirical data

collected only from small sets of defects. For example, [131] propose a method for

detecting memory leaks caused by obsolete references from within object containers

but provide only limited evidence that this is a frequent cause of leak-related bugs

in real-world applications. As another example, Leakbot [88] introduces multiple

sophisticated object filtering methods based on observations derived from only five

large Java commercial applications.

A systematic empirical study of a large sample of leak-related defects from

real-world applications can help both researchers and practitioners to have a better

understanding of the current challenges on leak diagnosis. We believe such a study

can be beneficial in the following directions:

Benefit 1. A representative study can characterize the current approaches for leak

diagnosis used in practice. This can guide researchers to find limitations of leak

detection approaches and motivate further improvements. The results would provide

a comprehensive basis for the design and evaluation of new solutions.

Benefit 2. It helps programmers to avoid mistakes made by other programmers and

shows some of the best practices for leak diagnosis.

Benefit 3. It can be used as a verification for the assumptions used in previous

work. For example, it is interesting to verify whether there is a large number of leaks

caused by collection mismanagement in real-world applications. The definite answer

to this could confirm the assumption of [131] on memory leak detection.

To the best of our knowledge, the research body of empirical studies on resource

and memory leak-related defects is relatively thin in comparison with the vast body

4http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/bugDescriptions.html
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of studies about other bug types (e.g., semantic or performance bugs). The existing

studies [78, 115] provide only limited information about characteristics of detection

types, root causes, and repair actions of leak defects. To fill this gap, we conduct a

detailed empirical study on 491 real-world memory, and resource leak defects gathered

from 15 large, open-source Java applications [42, 43].

We manually study the collected issues and their properties: leak types, detection

types, common root causes, repair actions, and complexity of fix patches. Based on

our findings, we draw several implications on how to improve avoidance, detection,

localization, and repair of leak defects. In particular, this study tries to answer the

following research questions:

. RQ1. What is distribution of leak types in studied projects?

. RQ2. How are leak-related defects detected?

. RQ3. To what extent are the leak-inducing defects localized?

. RQ4. What are the most common root causes?

. RQ5. What are the characteristics of the repair patches?

. RQ6. How complex are repairs of the leak-inducing defects?

This work provides the following contributions:

Characterization study. We conduct an empirical study on 491 bugs from 15

mature, large Java applications. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

which studies characteristics of leak-related bugs from real-world applications

comprehensively while using a broad set of issues from diverse open-source

applications.

Taxonomies. We propose taxonomies for leak types (Section 5.4.1), detection

types and methods (Section 5.4.2), root causes (Section 5.4.4), and repair

actions (Section 5.4.5).

Analysis. We investigate the distributions of leaks across the categories within each

taxonomy and the relation between the taxonomies. Our findings show that source

code analysis and resource monitoring are the main techniques to detect leaks. Our

analysis using a state-of-the-art resource leak detection tool (i.e., Infer) highlights that
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the static analysis tools require further improvement to detect different leak types in

practice. We find that 76% of the leaks are triggered during the error-free execution

paths. We identify 13 recurring code transformations in the repair patches. We also

show that developers resolved the studied issues in about six days on the median.

Implications. We use our findings to draw a variety of implications on the leak

prevention and diagnosis for both researchers and practitioners (Section 5.5).

Replicability. To make our study replicable and reusable for the community, we

make the dataset and the results available online5.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 Issue Report

Modern projects often use an Issue Tracking System (ITS) to collect the issues

reported by users, developers, or software quality teams. An issue typically

corresponds to a bug report or a feature request. Bugzilla6, JIRA7, and GitHub

issue tracker8 are examples of ITS systems. Each issue report in the bug tracker is

identified with a unique identifier. For example, in JIRA, this is a combination of

the project name and a number (e.g., SOLR-1042). In GitHub, an identifier is a

number with a preceding hashtag (e.g., issue #1865 in RxJava project). An issue

report in Jira contains a variety of information such as title, description, comments,

and links to the related fix patches. It also contains metadata information such as

type, status, priority, resolution, and associated timestamps (e.g., created or

resolved timestamps). Figure 5.1 shows a snippet of an issue report from Jira. All

the information provided in issue reports makes the issue tracker a rich environment

to get more insights on bugs and their corresponding repairs.

5https://github.com/heiqs/leak_study
6https://www.bugzilla.org/
7https://issues.apache.org/jira/projects/
8https://github.com/
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1142_close_single_use_activations_draft.txt 10/Jul/06 21:172 kB

metadataloop.java 23/Mar/06 03:080.6 kB

When calling a DatabaseMetaData method that returns a ResultSet, 
memory is leaked. A loop like this (using the embedded driver)

while (true)
{ ResultSet rs = dmd.getSchemas(); rs.close(); }

will eventually cause an OutOfMemoryError.

Metadata calls leak memory
Derby DERBY-1142

Details

Type:  Bug Status: CLOSED

Priority:  Minor Resolution: Fixed

Affects Version/s: 10.1.2.1, 10.2.1.6 Fix Version/s: 10.2.1.6

Component/s: JDBC

Labels: None

Description

Attachments





Activity

All Work Log History Activity TransitionsComments 

 added a comment - 23/Mar/06 03:08

Attached repro. With Derby 10.1.2.1 and Sun JVM 1.4.2, 
OutOfMemoryError was thrown after about 80000 calls to 
DatabaseMetaData.getCatalogs().

 Knut Anders Hatlen

 added a comment - 23/Mar/06 21:30

The direct cause of the memory usage is in the org.apache.derby.impl.sql.conn.GenericLanguageConnectionContext
class, more specifically its member "acts", which is a Vector of Activation instances. It seems one Activation is added to
the vector for every dmd.getSchemas() execution, but they are never removed. I've drilled down to this using NetBeans'
memory profiler and debugger and IBMs HeapRoots utility in concert. While I can hunt through heap dumps I can't say
that I know enough about Derby internals yet to suggest how to fix this. I've tried explicitly closing the preparedstatement
in DatabaseMetaData before returning, but to no effect. I need some time to figure out how all these things (activations,
prepared statements, connections and connection contexts) fit together. =)

 Anders Morken

 added a comment - 23/Mar/06 23:52

Thanks for looking into this, Anders!

The activation is removed from acts when Activation.close() is 
called. Normally, EmbedResultSet.close() calls theResults.finish() 
(implemented in BasicNoPutResultSetImpl), which calls 
activation.close(). From BasicNoPutResultSetImpl.finishAndRTS():

if (isTopResultSet && activation.isSingleExecution()) 
activation.close();

For the metadata query, isSingleExecution() returns false, hence 
activation close() isn't called when the result set is closed It

 Knut Anders Hatlen

Figure 5.1: An issue report from JIRA.

5.3 Empirical Study Design

In this section, we describe the design of our empirical study. Figure 5.2 gives an

overview of our methodology. In the remainder of this section, we illustrate the

research questions, studied applications, and data collection process.

5.3.1 Studied Projects

We perform a study on 15 open-source Java projects hosted in two major

repositories, Apache and GitHub. We investigate the leak-related issues from a wide
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the empirical study design.

variety of software categories to ensure the diversity of the studied projects.

Table 5.1 lists the studied projects. AMQ9 is an open-source message broker with

the support of cross language clients and protocols. CASSANDRA10 is a distributed

database targeting high scalability and availability. CXF11 is an open source

framework for developing services using frontend programming APIs. DERBY12 is

an open-source relational database. HADOOP13 is a distributed computing

9http://activemq.apache.org
10http://cassandra.apache.org
11http://cxf.apache.or
12http://db.apache.org/derby
13http://hadoop.apache.org
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Table 5.1: Overview of studied projects. Column “Since” lists the year of the first
commit and column “#Committers” presents the number of committers in each
projects based on Apache Committee Information. The kLOC of each project shows
the number of Java code lines retrieved by OpenHub.
Project Category Since #Committers #kLOC
AMQ Distributed messaging 2004 58 1158
CASSANDRA Distributed database 2009 45 313
CXF Web service 2007 38 674
DERBY Relational database 2004 44 689
HADOOP Distributed computing 2006 163 1260
HBASE Distributed database 2007 57 1115
HIVE Data warehouse 2009 63 1074
HTTPCOMP. Network client/server 2004 18 115
LUCENE Search framework 2004 67 557
SOLR Search framework 2008 67 416
Realm Java Mobile database 2012 14 116
Spring Boot Application framework 2012 180 311
Logstash Data Processing 2009 43 74.6
RxJava Reactive programming 2013 65 279
Selenium Browser driver 2006 115 703

platform including four main components: Ha Common, HDFS, MapReduce, and

YARN. HBASE14 is a distributed, scalable and big data store. HIVE15 is an

SQL-enabled data warehouse for large datasets. HTTPCOMPONENT16 with its

two components core and client is a toolset for working with the HTTP protocol.

LUCENE17 is a high performance, cross-platform text search engine. SOLR18 is an

open-source full-text enterprise search server based on LUCENE. Realm Java19 is

the Java implementation of the Realm project which is a mobile database. Spring

Boot20 is a framework for creating stand-alone Spring based applications.

Logstash21 is a server-side data processing pipeline which transports and processes

the logs, evenets, other types of data. RxJava22 is a Java implementation of the

14http://hbase.apache.org
15http://hive.apache.org
16http://hc.apache.org
17http://lucene.apache.org/core
18http://lucene.apache.org/solr
19https://github.com/realm/realm-java
20https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot
21https://github.com/elastic/logstash
22https://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava
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Reactive Extensions which is an API for asynchronous programming. Selenium23

provides tools and libraries for the web browsing automation.

We study these projects for two reasons. First, they are large-scale and open-

source projects with a mature codebase with years of development. We believe that

by using such a well-established and well-developed applications, we can get results

representative for mature Java projects. Column #kLOC in Table 5.1 shows the size

of the Java source code of the studied projects ranging between 74 to over 1200 kLOC.

For the Github projects, the total number of stars is more than 100k.

Second, their issues are reported and tracked in a bug tracking system. Similar

to other bug trackers (e.g., Bugzilla), reports in JIRA or GitHub bug tracker are

well-described and provide sufficient information to answer the research questions

investigated in this study.

5.3.2 Research Questions

The following research questions guide our study:

RQ1. What is distribution of leak types in studied projects? In Section 5.4.1,

we analyze the dominant leak types in each project. We use this analysis in the next

research questions to distinguish the properties of different leak types.

RQ2. How are leak-related defects detected? Understanding different

detection types can help leak detection approaches to improve detection accuracy.

In Section 5.4.2, we investigate how developers or users report the leak-inducing

defects and how the leaks manifest at runtime. We analyze different detection and

manifestation types and study their relation to the leak types.

RQ3. To what extent are the leak-inducing defects localized? Bug

localization is the first step in bug diagnosis. The extent of the bug can highly affect

the number of files that need to be fixed to repair the bug. In this question, we

analyze the locality of leak-inducing defects (Section 5.4.3).

RQ4. What are the most common root causes? Section 5.4.4 describes the

common root causes of leak defects. We investigate the prevalence of each root cause

and their relation to the leak types.

23https://github.com/SeleniumHQ/selenium
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RQ5. What are the characteristics of the repair patches? In Section 5.4.5,

we identify the repair actions applied by the developers to repair the leak-related

defects and investigate the frequency of each considering different leak types. We also

search to find recurring code transformations in the repair patches. We identify 13

common repair patterns from our dataset. In this question, we investigate whether

the automated program repair techniques (i.e., the process of providing the repair

patches automatically) such as template-driven patch generation are applicable for

fixing the leak-related defects.

RQ6. How complex are repairs of the leak-inducing defects?

In Section 5.4.6, we measure the code churn, change entropy, and diagnosis time to

assess the complexity of the changes needed to repair the leak-inducing defects.

This analysis provides insights about the difficulty of repairing the leak-related

defects and shows which type of leaks can be repaired with less effort in terms of

time and amount of code changes.

5.3.3 Data Extraction

For the Apache projects, we collected the leak-related issues from the bug tracker

reported until June 2016. For GitHub projects, we collected the issues reported until

January 2019.

To build a suitable dataset for our study, we apply a four-step filtering

methodology: (1) keyword search, (2) issue type filtering, (3) resolution filtering,

and (4) manual investigation. This four-step filtering method yields a dataset with

491 leak-related issues, each representing a unique leak bug report (i.e., none are

duplicates of another). We make the dataset available online24.

Keyword search. We use a simple heuristic and select issues that contain the

keyword “leak” in the issue title or issue description. The keyword search is a

popular method used by previous empirical studies [57, 92, 147] to filter the issues

of interest from the others. It is worth mentioning that we investigated other

leak-related keywords (unreleased, out-of-memory, OOM, closed, and others).

However, these keywords yield a dataset with a high number of false positives. For

example, the keyword “unreleased” is used in the title of the issue report
24https://github.com/heiqs/leak_study
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CXF-777625: “Download page should not link to the unreleased code.” It is evident

that this issue has no relation to this study. Pruning of such issues is

time-consuming and requires a considerable amount of manual effort.

On the other hand, it is possible that we skip some leak-related issues due to

our simple keyword search. For example, YARN-525726 refers to some unreleased

resources which are fixed. Although this is a leak-related issue, the term leak is not

mentioned in the issue title or description.

Despite the simplicity of keyword search, this heuristic proved to be highly precise

due to the high quality of issue reports and related data in the studied projects.

[128] highlight that even simple heuristics can yield the same precision and recall as

more sophisticated search techniques when applied to a well-maintained bug tracker.

Using the keyword search, we identify 1255 leak-related issues. Column “#Issues”

in Table 5.2 shows the number of filtered issues for each project.

Issue type filtering. Each issue in the bug tracker can be classified as “Bug”, “Task”,

“Test”, and so on. As we are only interested in leak-related bugs, we first filter issues

with type “Bug”. Among the 1255 issues filtered by keyword search, there are 838

issues labeled as a bug (column “#Bugs” in Table 5.2).

Issue resolution filtering. To analyze how developers repair a leak defect we need

to restrict our analysis to fixed bugs. For this, we filter issues with the resolution

label “Fixed” for Apache projects and “Closed” for GitHub projects. This reduces the

dataset to 591 issues (column “#Fixed” in Table 5.2).

Manual investigation. In the final step, we remove the false positives from our

dataset. We manually filter out the following issues:

• Non-leak-related bugs retrieved by our keyword search heuristic. For instance, in

issue CXF-339027, the term leak is used in “information leak” which is not related

to this study.

• Wrongly reported leaks. These issues should be tagged as “Invalid”, but are closed

in the bug tracker without correct labeling.

25https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CXF-7776
26https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/YARN-5257
27https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CXF-3390
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Table 5.2: Studied projects with statistics on number of issues (explained in
Section 5.3.3). Columns “#MLeak”, “#RLeak”, and “Total” show the numbers of
memory and resource leak issues per application, and their totals, respectively.
Project #Issues #Bugs #Fixed #MLeak #RLeak Total
AMQ 123 116 88 54 26 80
CASSANDRA 77 65 45 19 16 35
CXF 62 61 44 29 8 37
DERBY 50 36 23 12 4 16
HADOOP 236 201 132 43 76 119
HBASE 92 65 44 11 29 40
HIVE 78 69 47 19 25 44
HTTPCOMP. 31 28 24 8 12 20
LUCENE 77 65 42 13 21 34
SOLR 74 60 33 11 16 27
Realm Java 76 15 15 4 2 6
Spring Boot 94 17 16 2 10 12
Logstash 67 25 23 8 4 12
RxJava 100 14 14 5 3 8
Selenium 18 1 1 0 1 1
Total 1255 838 591 238 253 491

5.3.4 Tagging Leak-Related Defects

To analyze the properties of the leak-related defects, we need to classify the issues for

each dimension of interest (i.e., leak type, detection type, detection method, defect

type, and repair type). However, we only have qualitative information such as issue

description, developers discussions, and repair patches. There is no label provided in

the bug tracker for classification of the attributes that we are interested in reported

leaks. To derive properties for the bugs in our dataset, we need to quantify the

qualitative information. For this purpose, we perform an iterative process similar to

Open Coding [103, 104]. In our study, the input of the coding process for each issue

is issue summary, issue description, developers discussions, and repair patches.

Work [43] explains the process of the tagging in details. We first classify a sample

set of issues to determine the possible categories for each dimension. After identifying

the primary types for each category, we continue to label other issues based on the

preliminary categories.

The tagging process is iterative. Each time a new type is identified, the coders

(the first three authors in work [43]) verify it in a decision-making meeting. If a
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Table 5.3: Cohen’s kappa measurement.
Dimension Cohen’s Kappa

Leak Type (RQ1) 0.86
Detection Type (RQ2) 0.83
Detection Method (RQ3) 0.70
Defect Type (RQ4) 0.69
Repair Type (RQ5) 0.57

majority of the coders agree on the new type, they go through all the previously

tagged issues and check if the issues should be tagged with the new type. This also

minimizes the threat of human error during the labeling process. To further reduce

the error probability and in case of difficulty in classifying of the issues, all the coders

check and discuss the complex issues to find the appropriate categories. The conflicts

were resolved by discussing and coming to an agreement.

To validate the manual labeling process, we apply the following procedure. The

first two coders perform a classification of a statistically representative sample of the

dataset with a confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval of 10%. This results

in a sample set of 80 out of 491 issues. We calculate the inter-rater agreement with

Cohen’s kappa metric [9, 30]. Table 5.3 shows the result of our analysis. The lowest

Cohen’s kappa value is for the repair type, although it shows a moderate agreement

between the two coders. The reason for disagreements is that the categories in this

attribute are not mutually exclusive. Therefore, there is a probability that each coder

has a different interpretation of the same issue. After rating, the two raters discussed

their disagreements to reach consensus.

5.3.5 Uniqueness of Categories

During tagging task, we encounter the issues with the possibility of assigning them

to multiple categories. For example, in Hadoop-683328, a leak is reported due to the

forgotten call to the remove method of a collection. The developers repaired the bug

by adding the remove call in the exception path:� �
−−− src/java/org/apache/hadoop/ipc/Client.java

28https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HADOOP-6833
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+++ src/java/org/apache/hadoop/ipc/Client.java

@@ −697,6 +697,7 @@ public class Client {

} else if ( state == Status.ERROR.state) {

call . setException(new RemoteException(WritableUtils.readString( in) ,

WritableUtils . readString ( in))) ;

+ calls .remove(id);

} else if ( state == Status.FATAL.state) {

// Close the connection

markClosed(new RemoteException(WritableUtils.readString(in) ,� �
One could label this issue as collection mismanagement. However, if the exception

is thrown no leak is triggered. Therefore, we use the underlying cause as the main

root-cause category (here bad exception handling). For the repair action, we assign a

bug to the category used by the developer to repair the defect. In this example, we

label the repair action as remove element.

5.4 Empirical Study Results

In this section, we answer the research questions. For each research question, we

describe the motivation behind the question, the approach used in answering the

research question, and the findings derived from the analysis.

5.4.1 RQ1: What Is Distribution of Leak Types in Studied

Projects?

Motivation. In this research question, we want to find the primary leaked resource

for each issue. The leak type classification will be used in further research questions

to determine the existence of different patterns for different leak types. We also use

this investigation to assess the leak diversity on the studied projects. Understanding

the dominant leak type in each project can also help developers to focus on this leak

type for the current development phase.

Approach. For most of the studied issues, the reporters or developers explicitly

mentioned the leak type. For such cases, we assign the leak type as reported. In case
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Figure 5.3: Frequency of the leak types per project.

of no explicit mention of the leak type, we manually analyze the title, description,

and developers discussions to assign the correct leak type.

Taxonomy of leak types. Our analysis yields a taxonomy of leak types with the

following four categories:

Memory. We group in this category all issues reported due to unreleased references

to Java objects, such as mismanagement of collections or circular references.

File handle. We group in this category leaks related to file descriptors. These issues

are related to the mismanagement of Java file handlers such as I/O streams.

Connection. We group in this category leaks triggered by non-closed network or

database connections.

Thread. We group in this category leaks caused by unclosed, yet unused threads. A

thread leak occurs when a no-longer-needed thread is unnecessarily kept alive. This

thread then leaks its internal resources, which cannot be released by the JVM. This

is a particular case of a resource leak which always leaks memory as a consequence,
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as each thread carries several local variables that can not be disposed of by the GC,

while the thread is alive.

Results. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of the leak types for each project. We use

this data to find the dominant leak types for each project and the project categories.

Finding 1. The three leak types corresponding to the resource leaks (i.e., file

handle, connection, and thread) is the most common leak types in six out of the ten

projects. Resource leaks (with 253 issues) are slightly more reported than memory

leaks (with 238 issues).

Finding 2. Each project shows a distinct distribution of the leak types.

LUCENE and HADOOP have a higher frequency of the file handle leak type with

this leak type corresponding to 55.9% and 42.9% of the issues, respectively. Projects

AMQ (67.5%), CASSANDRA (54.3%), CXF (78.4%), and DERBY (75.5%) contain

more memory leak issues. Connection leaks are more frequently reported in HBASE

(37.5%), HTTPCOMP (30%), and Hive (27.3%). 10 out of 12 issues in Spring Boot

are of type thread leak. This analysis shows the diversity of the leak types in the

studied projects. Even projects within the same category show different

distributions of the leak types.

Summary. Resource leaks (253 out of 491 issues) are slightly more often

reported than memory leaks (238 issues). Leak type distribution is different

across the projects.

5.4.2 RQ2: How Are Leak-Related Defects Detected?

Motivation. Each issue report provides information about leak symptoms,

environmental setup, and methods used to detect a leak. Understanding how leaks

are detected can provide valuable insights on leak diagnosis. It also shows in which

direction the researchers and tool builders should help programmers in leak

detection. In this question, we want to find whether the leaks are detected during

runtime and whether the static analysis is used for leak detection.

Approach. To find detection type for each issue, we use three data sources: issue

title, issue description, and developers discussions. Using this data, we analyze the
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frequency of the detection types, distribution of detection methods, and their relation

to different leak types.

Taxonomy of leak detection. Leak-inducing defects can be discovered with and

without runtime failures or performance degradation. They can be detected via

manual analysis of the source code, an unexpected runtime failure (in particular, an

out-of-memory error), or abnormal usage of resources. We classify detection types

into two major categories: source code-based detection and runtime detection. In

the following, we explain these two detection types in more detail.

Source code-based detection. In this category, we classify issues such that the leak

detection is performed before execution of the program and there is no reported

runtime information in the issue report, nor reports on leak-related failures. We

observe that issue reporters describe these issues with phrases such as “can potentially

cause a leak” or “can lead to a leak”. The main techniques to detect leaks before the

runtime are manual code inspection and static analysis tools.

Manual inspection of the source code (or code review) is a process in which

developers inspect a set of program elements (e.g., methods, classes) in order to

improve the quality of software [54, 83, 109]. It is one of the most common static

detection methods used by developers in practice. This detection type requires the

knowledge of how a leak can be introduced as well as an understanding of the

application’s behavior. For instance, in AMQ-574529, manual inspection revealed

cases where bad exception handling could yield resource leaks on the AMQ

codebase.

Static analysis tools can be used to identify potential leak defects during the

development process without the need for runtime information. Such tools use the

source-code or byte-code to reason about programs. There are many free and

proprietary static analyzers which can detect specific leak types (e.g., FindBugs,

Infer). For example, FindBugs includes two rules to detect resource leaks related to

unclosed I/O streams.

Runtime analysis. Some leak-related failures are observed and reported when a

user/developer encounters a performance degradation in a production environment,

an out-of-memory error is raised, or a test is failed. Issue reporters often use phrases

29https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/AMQ-5745
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Figure 5.4: Frequency of the detection types per leak type.

such as “consistently observing memory growth” or “meet memory leak in a

production environment”. In these issues, the bug reporter often provides additional

material such as heap profile, memory dump, a log file, or a stack trace. This

additional data can help developers on localizing the root cause of the leak defect

more efficiently. Leaks usually manifest in the runtime with a symptom. From our

observation, we identify three symptoms reported in the issue reports: failing tests,

out-of-memory errors, and warning messages.

The output of a failing test case may expose a leak. The test can be a system test,

a unit test or any other application-provided test. For example, in LUCENE-325130,

a failing unit test exposed a file-handle leak. The user provided the stack trace of the

failing test in the issue report:� �
Testsuite : org.apache.lucene . index .TestAddIndexes

Testcase : testAddIndexesWithRollback(org.apache.lucene . index .TestAddIndexes):

Caused an ERROR

MockDirectoryWrapper: cannot close: there are still open files : {_co.cfs=1}

java . lang .RuntimeException: MockDirectoryWrapper: cannot close: there are still

open files : {_co.cfs=1}

at org.apache.lucene . store .MockDirectoryWrapper.close(MockDirectoryWrapper.

java:483)� �
30https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LUCENE-3251
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Table 5.4: Distribution of detection methods for memory and resource leaks.
Mem. Leaks Res. Leaks

Detection Type Detection Method

Source code-based Manual code inspection 68 (28.6%) 113 (44.7%)
detection Static analyzer 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.4%)

Failed test 17 (7.1%) 40 (15.8%)
Runtime detection Out-of-memory error 43 (18.1%) 12 (4.7%)

Warning message 8 (3.4%) 11 (4.3%)
Runtime (exclude above) 102 (42.9%) 76 (30.0%)

In some cases, the growth of memory usage leads to an out-of-memory (OOM)

error during runtime. This is a severe symptom as the underlying system often

crashes when an OOM error occurs. For example, DERBY-573031 reported a severe

memory leak which might lead to a system crash due to an out-of-memory error.

In this issue, the reporter mentioned that after removing the suspicious call, the

test program was successfully executed with a much lower heap size. We should

mention that we only consider those out-of-memory errors triggered via a resource

or memory leak and not because of misconfigured heap size (which is a configuration

error). The out-of-memory error due to a leak occurs at some point regardless of the

heap size, while the OOM error due to a misconfiguration will not occur with correct

configuration of the heap value. Logstash#517932 is an example of an OOM error

due to a misconfiguration of the heap size for running a specific task which is fixed

by setting the correct value for the heap size.

Developers also implement algorithms for the detection of specific leak defects.

They usually warn the user about the potential presence of a leak with a message

during the program’s execution. For example, in CXF-570733, a message warned the

user for a potential leak during the performance test of the netty-http-server module:

“SEVERE: LEAK: ByteBuf.release() was not called before it’s

garbage-collected. Enable advanced leak reporting to find out where

the leak occurred.”

31https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/DERBY-5730
32https://github.com/elastic/logstash/issues/5179
33https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CXF-5707
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Results. Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of detection types in relation to the

leak types. Table 5.4 illustrates the relationship between detection types, detection

methods, and leak types.

Finding 1. More resource leaks (114 issues) are detected via source code-based

detection than memory leaks (68 issues). Runtime detection is the dominant

detection type for detecting memory leaks with 170 out of 238 issues (71.4% of the

issues). The reason why more resource leaks are detected with source code-based

detection techniques comes from the difference in memory and resource

management. In Java, a programmer should explicitly dispose of the resources after

usage. Due to explicit management, potential resource leaks can more often be

captured through the code review or using static analyzers. Contrary to this, the

JAVA Virtual Machine (JVM) manages the heap space and releases the unused

objects when they become unreachable. Detecting unused references with code

inspection is a hard task, as the programmer needs to have a profound

understanding of the program’s workflow.

Finding 2. 309 (about 63%) issues are detected or manifest during the runtime.

In these issues, users often use a third-party memory analyzer (e.g., jmap, MAT 34,

yourkit35), or OS-specific commands (e.g., lsof ) to verify the presence of the leaks.

The information collected from these tools and commands can considerably help the

developers to reproduce and diagnose the leak defects.

Finding 3. Users detected leaks in 19 issues (3.9%) via warning messages.

From our dataset, we observe that in three applications, developers implemented

leak detection mechanisms. This result shows that it is a good practice for

developers to provide integrated leak detection mechanisms to accelerate the

diagnosis of leak-related defects.

Finding 4. Out-of-memory errors are observed more than three times in memory

leak-related issues. OOM error is one of the most severe leak symptoms and should

be particularly prevented in a production environment.

Finding 5. In 57 (11.6%) issues, users detected the leaks via a test case. We

also observe that for some issues, developers added a test case to the repair patches

34https://www.eclipse.org/mat/
35https://www.yourkit.com/
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for future leak detection. This result shows the possibility of software tests as a

lightweight tool for leak detection. Previous work [37, 41] confirm the effectiveness

of software tests for leak detection. The utility of a test case is twofold. First, it can

be used as an oracle for automated leak detection and bug isolation. Second, it can

be an oracle for automated leak repair techniques as they need test cases to verify

the correctness of their proposed fix patches. As leaks are highly sensitive to the

environment (and input), the automated test input generation should provide inputs

which can trigger the leaks in different execution paths.

Finding 6. Only in one issue (CASSANDRA-770936), the leak is detected and

reported by a static analyzer. As we only consider the reported issues, we cannot

generalize that the static analysis tools are not used. It is possible that static analyzers

have been employed earlier in the development process, and all leaks detected were

fixed. Still, our finding highlights potentials to improve the existing static analyzers

further as there is still room for improvement. It is essential to know why these tools

are not used for other reported issues with similar characteristics to the detected issue

(we further analyze this in Section 5.4.7). One reason might be that there are still

obstacles in the extensive use of such debugging tools. Such obstacles can be high

false positives, complicated usage procedure, or lack of knowledge about these tools.

Researchers or tool builders should improve current debugging tools to detect not-yet

covered bugs, simplify the tool usage, and spread them widely in the community.

Summary. Source code-based detection is more common in resource leak

detection (45.1%). Runtime detection is the dominant detection type for

memory leaks (71.4%). Out-of-memory errors are observed about three times

more frequently in conjunction with the memory leaks than with the resource

leaks.

5.4.3 RQ3: To What Extent Are the Leak-Inducing Defects

Localized?

Motivation. Fault localization is the first step of bug diagnosis. The locality of a

fault can be defined in different granularity such as statement, method, and file. In the
36https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/CASSANDRA-7709
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Figure 5.5: Heatmap of the number of modified Java source code files per project.

case of leak-related defects, they can affect a region (e.g., multiple modules, classes) in

the codebase of an application [88]. Accurate defect localization is vital in providing

the correct repair patch. Otherwise, the patch will not fix the bug completely and

even introduces a new bug [135]. In this research question, we investigate the locality

of leak-inducing defects. In particular, we want to find out: (1) how many source

code files are changed to repair a defect, and (2) which types of files are changed in

each repair patch.

Approach. To assess the locality of leak defects, we analyze the distribution of

modified source code files. For each issue, we collect the files changed in the repair

patches. We also investigate the file type of modified source files by collecting the file

extensions. We ignore test files in the repair patches if the tests added or modified

for future leak detection and not for repairing purposes.

Results. Figure 5.5 shows the heatmap representation of the amount of modified

Java source files for each project.

Finding 1. In 57% of the issues, developers changed only one source code file

to repair the defect. In about 81% of the issues, three source code files are modified

at most. This result implies the high locality of leak-inducing defects considering

file-level granularity.
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Finding 2. In 15 issues, developers repaired the defect via adding or deleting

at least one Java source code file. It is interesting to know the reasoning behind

such changes. However, the information for such decisions is not always provided

in the issue reports and reasoning require a deep knowledge about the design and

architecture of the project. Our further analysis shows that the decision of adding

or deleting a class is simply a design decision and it is very particular to the issue

being fixed. Here, we provide three examples of such cases. In CASSANDRA-55237

developer created a new interface (in a new file) which makes an iterator object to

be closable. In HADOOP-63938 developers redesigned the code with unifying two

existing functionalities. In LUCENE-138339 developers implemented a closable Java

ThreadLocal as a wrapper for Java ThreadLocal which wraps the values inside

a WeakReference with keeping a strong reference to the value. In this way, the

garbage collector does not reclaim the value until the close method is called. In

general, we could not generalize any specific rule about adding or deleting files in the

repair patches of the studied issues.

Albeit occurring only in about 3% of the studied issues, such cases require more

sophisticated repair strategies. Most of the current automated program repair

approaches [62, 66, 123] can only provide simple repair patches with only one line.

Hence, it is still not feasible for existing automated program repair techniques to

provide complex repair patches such as adding a class.

Finding 3. In 17 issues, no Java source code file is changed. In eight issues, source

code files written in C are modified. In three cases, developers modified the XML files

to use a non-leaky third-party library as a dependency for that project. Six issues

are repaired by changing source code files written in Scala and Ruby. The reason for

changing different file types is that in some of the studied projects, specific modules

are implemented in different programming languages than Java. For example, bzip2

(a compression method) implementation in HADOOP is written in C.

Test cases might also contain a leak in their code. For example, YARN-2662

reports an issue where the tests do not close a file after reading from it. We observe

15 issues in our dataset that the repair patches contain only changes in the test files.

37https://jira.apache.org/jira/browse/CASSANDRA-552
38https://jira.apache.org/jira/browse/HADOOP-639
39https://jira.apache.org/jira/browse/LUCENE-1383
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A bug report is labeled as duplicated if it has already been reported in the bug

tracker. However, it can be the case that a reporter reports a bug and this bug is

already repaired in one of the previous releases of the software, or the root cause of

the leak is located in a third-party library. In such cases, developers close the issue

as fixed with referring to the software release containing the bug fix or the non-leaky

third-party library. In our study, we find 29 issues of such cases, i.e., the issues are

closed without including a repair patch. It is worth mentioning that these issues

cannot be considered as duplicated because they are not previously been reported in

the bug tracker (i.e., there is no link to another issue in the bug tracker).

Although only a few defects are repaired by modifying files written in other

programming languages, developers require knowledge of different programming

languages to repair all leak-related defects.

Summary. About 54% of the leak defects are repaired by changing only one

source code file. Only in 12% of the reported leaks, more than three source files

were modified. In about 6% of the issues, files from other languages, such as

C, Scala, and Ruby are modified to fix the leak-related defect.

5.4.4 RQ4: What Are the Most Common Root Causes?

Motivation. In this research question, we want to find out which root causes are

dominant, and whether there are significant differences in the common root causes

for different leak types.

Approach. To find the root cause, we use three data sources for each issue: issue

title, issue description, and developers discussions. The categories for root cause

are not mutually exclusive. For issues with the possibility of assignment to multiple

categories, we select the most specific category as explained in Section 5.3.5.

Taxonomy of defect types. Table 5.5 lists the taxonomy of the defect types. We

describe the most common root causes here.

Non-closed resource. The programmer should close any system resources such as file

handles, connections, and threads when they are no longer needed. Otherwise, a
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resource leak is likely. For example, in HBASE-1283740, zookeeper connections

created in the constructor of ReplicationAdmin left unclosed.

Bad exception handling. According to Java documentation 41, an exception is an event

which disrupts the normal flow of the program’s instructions. When an exception is

thrown, any resources accessed during the normal execution of the program remain

open. If a programmer does not properly handle the exceptions, a leak is prone to

happen, as shown in the following quote from an issue report:

“Programmer should handle the exception properly instead of

swallowing it.”

For instance, in LUCENE-314442, FreqProxTermsWriter leaks open file

handle if an exception is thrown during flush().

Collection mismanagement. The mismanagement of elements in a collection can result

in a memory leak. Such leak occurs when a programmer assumes that the garbage

collector collects all unused objects, even if they are still referenced. Leaks due

to collection mismanagement can lead to severe memory waste, in particular when

the collection is used as a static member. The reason is that the static fields are

never garbage-collected. Issue YARN-535343 reports a severe memory leak due to

keeping the tokens in the appToken map of the ResourceManager even after

task completion.

Concurrency defect. A leak can be caused by a race condition preventing the disposal

of a resource or releasing references to unused objects. Issue LUCENE-649944 reports

a file handle leak if files are concurrently opened and deleted.

Results. We investigate the frequency of the root causes across the leak

types. Table 5.5 and Figure 5.6 summarize the results. Table 5.5 lists the common

root causes and their corresponding number of issues. Figure 5.6 visualizes the

heatmap of the defect and leak types.

Finding 1. The majority of the defects (about 76% of the cases) manifest when

a normal execution path is exercised. The most common root cause is also the non-

40https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-12837
41https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/exceptions/definition.html
42https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LUCENE-3144
43https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/YARN-5353
44https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LUCENE-6499
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Table 5.5: Taxonomy of root causes. Column “#Issues” states the total number of
issues per root cause.

Description (Short) #Issues

Non-closed resource at error-free execution (nonClosedRes)149 (32.96%)

Object not disposed of if exception is thrown (exception)98 (21.68%)

Dead objects referenced by a collection (collection) 93 (20.58%)

Unreleased reference at error-free execution (unreleasedRef)59 (13.05%)

A race condition defect (concurrency) 18 (3.98%)

Wrong call schedule of disposal method (callSchedule) 16 (3.54%)

Over-sized cache or buffer (cache) 14 (3.10%)

Incorrect API usage (wrongAPI) 10 (2.21%)

Unreleased reference due to thread-local variable (threadLocal)10 (2.21%)

Classloader keeps a bi-directional reference to a class (classloader)10 (2.21%)

Leaks related to Java native interface (jni) 8 (1.77%)

Leak inside a third-party library (leakyLib) 7 (1.55%)

closed resource in a regular (error-free) execution path (nonClosedRes) with about

30% of the cases. This finding is interesting. The error-free execution paths are more

often executed and checked. Therefore, it should be less likely for defects to manifest

in normal execution paths [122]. However, our analysis shows that this is not the

case for leak-related defects. Our analysis shows the value of software tools and tests

which check whether resources are disposed of at the end of the typical execution

paths.

Finding 2. Bad exception handling (exception) is the second-most frequent root

cause with 20% of the issues (93 issues). This even increases to about 32% of the issues

if we only consider resource leaks. We also observe that this root cause is about five

times more common for resource leaks than for memory leaks. One reason for such

observation is that - by definition - exception paths happen in exceptional situations,

being less frequently tested than normal execution paths. Even correctly-behaved

programs in normal execution path can manifest error in exceptional paths [121, 122].

This observation implies that the proper exception handling plays an important role

in preventing leaks especially resource leaks.
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Figure 5.6: Heatmap of defect types and leak types.

Finding 3. Collection mismanagement (collection) is the most common root

cause for memory leaks (39% of the cases). This finding verifies the applicability

of existing automated approaches for detecting memory leaks caused by collection

mismanagement (e.g., [131]).

Summary. Four types of defects cause most leaks. Collection mismanagement

(39% of the issues) and non-closed resources (58% of the issues) are the

dominant root causes for memory and resource leaks, respectively. The majority

of the leaks (76% of the cases) manifest in the normal execution paths.

5.4.5 RQ5: What Are the Characteristics of the Repair

Patches?

Motivation. One approach for automated program repair is to search for common

repairs from previous fix patches and provide repair candidates to fix bugs [62, 66,
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74, 105, 110]. Align with this direction we investigate the repair patches to check

whether there are common patterns for fixing the leak-inducing defects.

Approach. For each issue in our dataset, we manually check the issue summary,

the issue description, the developer discussions, and the repair patches to understand

the design philosophy of a fix and find the repair action and corresponding code

transformation for each defect. A repair action corresponds to an abstract description

of a fix, while a code transformation is a concrete instantiation of the repair action.

The same abstract fix can be implemented via different code transformations. For

example, to fix a leak due to a non-closed resource (a defect type), the developer

needs to dispose of the resource (a repair action). Disposing of a resource can be

implemented using a try-finally construct (a possible code transformation) or a

try-with-resources construct (another possible code transformation).

When analyzing the patches, we apply the following considerations. First, we

are only interested in the defects within the codebase of the application. Hence, we

ignore modifications of the test files in the repair patches. Second, in 29 issues, the

defects are already repaired by developers in another version of the application but

were not tagged as “duplicate” in the bug tracker. We ignore these issues for searching

for common code transformation. Every label is attributed to a specific repair action

whenever possible. We categorize the fix patch to a general category only when no

specific repair action would fit the repair description.

To identify the common code transformations that may be applied for fixing

multiple issues, we use the open coding methodology. First, we label each repair

patch with all code transformations associated with that patch. Then, we identify

those common transformations that repeatedly occur (more than once) within our

dataset.

Taxonomy of repair actions. Table 5.6 lists the repair actions. Note that the

repair actions are mutually exclusive. For issues with the possibility of assignment to

multiple categories, we select the most specific category as explained in Section 5.3.5.

We describe the common actions here.

Dispose of resource on a regular path (disposeReg). Resource leak defects introduced

in regular execution paths can be resolved via directly calling the disposal method

after the resource usage. In Java, this is achieved by calling the close dispose
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Table 5.6: Taxonomy of repair actions. Column “#Issues” states the total number of
issues per repair action.

Description(Short) #Issues

R1: Dispose of resource in regular execution paths (disposeReg)111 (24.56%)

R2: Dispose of objects in exceptional path (disposeExcep)97 (21.46%)

R3: Remove the elements from a collection (removeElm)104 (23.01%)

R4: Release the reference (releaseRef) 69 (15.27%)

R5: Shutdown thread after finishing the task (threadDown)45 (9.96%)

R6: Improve thread safety by avoiding race condition (threadSafe)23 (5.09%)

R7: Use an efficient API to improve memory usage (correctAPI)12 (2.65%)

R8: Modify strong reference to a weak reference (weakRef)9 (1.99%)

R9: Use a non-leaky Library (nonLeakyLib) 4 (0.88%)

R10: Bugs not belonging to the above categories (others)17 (3.76%)

method. For example, in HADOOP-709045, the developer refers to closing the I/O

streams in a finally block as a good practice. Following is a partial patch for this

issue:� �
−−− org/apache/hadoop/io/BloomMapFile.java

+++ org/apache/hadoop/io/BloomMapFile.java

@@ −186,10 +186,17 @@

@Override

public synchronized void close() throws IOException {

super.close () ;

− DataOutputStream out = fs.create(new Path(dir, BLOOM_FILE_NAME), true);

− bloomFilter . write (out) ;

− out. flush () ;

− out. close () ;

+ DataOutputStream out =null;

+ try {

+ out = fs. create (new Path(dir, BLOOM_FILE_NAME), true);

+ bloomFilter . write (out) ;

45https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HADOOP-7090
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+ out. flush () ;

+ out. close () ;

+ out = null ;

+ } finally {

+ IOUtils .closeStream(out) ;

+ }� �
Release reference. Any unused object in Java should be reclaimed by GC. If this

object is still reachable by a live object, GC will not release its memory footprint.

In such cases, the responsibility lies on the programmer to release the references

preventing the object for being garbage collected (e.g., by nullifying the references

to the unused objects). For example, HBASE-514146 reports a memory leak due to

keeping references, even the corresponding task is finished. The fix patch nullifies the

no-longer-needed objects. Following is the partial patch:� �
−−− org/apache/hadoop/hbase/monitoring/MonitoredRPCHandlerImpl.java

+++ org/apache/hadoop/hbase/monitoring/MonitoredRPCHandlerImpl.java

@@ −217,6 +217,13 @@

...

+ @Override

+ public void markComplete(String status) {

+ super.markComplete(status);

+ this .params = null;

+ this .packet = null ;

+ }

+� �
Proper exception handling (disposeExcp). Programmer should dispose of the objects

or resources in all exceptional execution paths. Otherwise, a leak is likely to happen

when an exception is thrown. Issue AMQ-305247 reports a memory leak in

securityContexts. It occurs when the addConnection() fails after a

successful authentication check. The developer fixed the bug via adding a

try-catch block and calling disposal method in the catch block:

46https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-5141
47https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/AMQ-3052
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� �
−−− org/apache/activemq/security/SimpleAuthenticationBroker.java

+++ org/apache/activemq/security/SimpleAuthenticationBroker.java

@@ −92,7 +92,13 @@

...

− super.addConnection(context, info ) ;

+ try {

+ super.addConnection(context, info ) ;

+ } catch (Exception e) {

+ securityContexts .remove(s);

+ context . setSecurityContext ( null ) ;

+ throw e;

+ }� �
Remove an element from a collection (removeElm). No longer needed members of

a collection should be removed by the programmer, allowing the garbage collector

to reclaim the memory. A typical repair action is the call of remove() method of a

collection to clear useless elements from being referenced by the collection object. For

example, in issue YARN-347248, already expired and removed tokens are not removed

from allTokensmap resulting in a potential memory leak. Developer fixed the issue

by adding a call to remove method which removed the expired token from the map.� �
−−− /hadoop/yarn/server/resourcemanager/security/DelegationTokenRenewer.java

+++ /hadoop/yarn/server/resourcemanager/security/DelegationTokenRenewer.java

@@ −577,6 +577,7 @@ private void requestNewHdfsDelegationTokenIfNeeded(

...

if (t .token.getKind(). equals(new Text(‘‘HDFS_DELEGATION_TOKEN’’))) {

iter .remove();

+ allTokens .remove(t.token);

...� �
Shutdown finished thread (threadDown). A live thread of the application should be

destroyed by the programmer when the thread task is finished. Adding a call to

the shutdown method or adding a disposal method are the common repair actions

48https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/YARN-3472
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Figure 5.7: Heatmap of relationship between root causes and repair actions.

for fixing the leaks caused by threads. HDFS-900349 reports a thread leak when a

standby NameNode initializes the quota. Here, the thread pool is not shut down. To

fix this bug, the developers added a call to the shutdown method.� �
−−− org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/namenode/FSImage.java

+++ org/apache/hadoop/hdfs/server/namenode/FSImage.java

@@ −880,6 +880,7 @@ static void updateCountForQuota(BlockStoragePolicySuite bsps,

root , counts) ;

p.execute(task) ;

task . join () ;

+ p.shutdown();� �
Results. In following, we show the results of our analysis on the repair patches in

three sub-questions. First, we study the frequency of the repair actions. Second,

49https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-9003
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Table 5.7: Recurring code transformations and examples of code before and after the
transformations.
Code transformation 1: Conditional disposal of resource.
Example: dispose(obj)→ If (obj != null) obj.dispose()
Code transformation 2: Add disposal method call.
Example: None → obj.dispose()
Code transformation 3: Add disposal method.
Example:None → void dispose()
Code transformation 4: Set obsolete reference to null.
Example: None → obj=null
Code transformation 5: Add catch/try-catch block.
Example: Type obj = new Type() →
try {Type obj = new Type()} exception {dispose(obj)}
Code transformation 6: Add finally/try-finally block
Example: Type obj = new Type() →
try {Type obj = new Type()} finally {dispose(obj)}
Code transformation 7: Add try-with-resources statement.
Example: Type obj = new Type() → try {Type obj = new Type()}
Code transformation 8: Change condition expression.
Example: If (cond1) obj.dispose() → If (cond1 and cond2) obj.dispose()
Code transformation 9: Change method call parameters.
Example: obj.method(x, y) → obj.method(x, z)
Code transformation 10: Change static object to a non-static.
Example: static Type obj = new Type() → Type obj = new Type()
Code transformation 11: Change to weak reference.
Example: new HashMap<key, value>() →
new HashMap<key,WeakReference(value)>()
Code transformation 12: Replace method call.
Example: obj.method1() → obj.method2()
Code transformation 13: Change collection.
Example: obj = new <collection1>() → obj = new <collection2>()

we analyze the mapping between the root causes and the repair actions to find the

relationship between these two taxonomies. Finally, we report the common code

transformations found in the fix patches.

Finding 1. Table 5.6 lists the common repair actions along with the number of

issues corresponding to them. About 93% of the resource leaks are repaired with

three major actions: disposeReg, disposeExcep, and threadDown, while about 73% of

the memory leaks are fixed with two repair actions releaseRef and removeElm.
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Figure 5.8: Heatmap of recurring code transformations and single repair actions.

Finding 2. Figure 5.7 reveals an almost one-to-one mapping between some root

causes and repair actions (e.g., exception → disposeExcep, collection → removeElm,

concurrency → threadSafe, concurrency → threadSafe). Leak defects with the root

cause type nonClosedRes are repaired with repair actions threadDown and disposeReg.

Leak defects with the root cause type unreleaseRef are repaired with repair actions

releaseRef and weakRef.

Finding 3. We find 13 recurring patterns in the repair patches. Table 5.7 lists

the recurring code transformations and the code examples before and after the

transformations. Our analysis shows that 88 (out of 491) issues are repaired with a

single code transformation. For these issues, we further analyze the quantitative

relationship between the repair actions and the most common code

transformations. Figure 5.8 shows the heatmap of the quantitative analysis. For this

heatmap, we only consider repair patches with a single code transformation. Code

transformation Add finally/try-finally is often used in the repair actions disposeReg
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or disposeExcep. Code transformation Add catch/try-catch is the most used code

transformation for repair action disposeExcep. We also observe a direct relationship

between the repair action RemoveElm and the code transformation Call disposal

method.

This result can encourage the researchers to implement patches for leak-related

defects based on template-driven patch generation techniques in the direction of

previous work [62, 85, 97].

Summary. Overall, five repair actions are used by developers to repair over

86% of the issues in our dataset. We found 13 recurring code transformations.

88 of the issues are repaired with a single code transformation.

5.4.6 RQ6: How Complex Are Repairs of the Leak-Inducing

Defects?

Motivation. This research question addresses the complexity of changes applied to

repair the leak-inducing defects. Besides this, we analyze the time to resolve (TTR)

for different repair actions. We also compare TTR between leak-related and non-leak-

related defects. In this question, we want to find how complex are the repair patches.

The results can provide more insights on how complex are the repair patches and how

long does it take to repair a leak-inducing defect.

Approach. To assess the complexity of changes, we compute the code churn and

change entropy [48].

Code churn is the sum of added and deleted lines in a repair patch. We only

consider changes in the code statements and ignore comments or empty lines when

calculating the code churn metric.

We use change entropy to find scatteredness of the changes. Derived from Shannon

entropy in information theory, the change entropy measures the complexity of the

changes. To measure the change entropy, we use the normalized Shannon entropy [24,

48]. It is defined as:

H =
−
∑n

i=1 p(filei) · logep(filei)

loge(n)
,
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of code churn per repair action.

where n is the total number of files in a repair patch and p(filei) is defined as the

number of lines changed in filei over the total number of lines changed in every file

of that repair patch. Change entropy achieves its maximum value when all the files

in a repair patch have the same number of modified lines.

In contrast, we can achieve a minimum of entropy when only one file has the total

number of modified lines. Using the entropy, we can find how complex are the repair

patches. The higher the entropy, the more complex the repair patch.

To asses the time to resolve (TTR) of an issue report, we adopted the methodology

used in previous studies [57, 92, 110]. We collect two timestamps from each issue

report: the time it was created (recorded in the issue tracker), and the time it was

resolved (labeled as resolved). For GitHub projects, we use the closed timestamp

as the resolved timestamp as it is the only available timestamp in the issue report.

For issues with multiple patches, the resolved timestamp is the time of the latest

patch being applied to repair the bug. The TTR is the difference between created

and resolved timestamps. The reason for using TTR is that the bug trackers used in

this study (i.e., Jira and GitHub bug tracker) record no information about the exact

amount of coding time needed for fixing a bug.
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of number of added and removed lines over the studied
projects.

Results. In the following, we show the results of our analysis of the complexity of

the repair patches.

Distribution of code churn.. Figure 5.9 shows the box plot of code churn for different

repair actions. The line within each box points to the median value of the code churn

for that repair action.

Finding 1. In about all repair actions, the median of code churn is less than 20

lines of code while the repair action disposeExcp shows the highest median value.

Finding 2. Figure 5.10 shows the distribution of added and removed lines over

studied projects. In all the projects, the median of added lines (29.5 lines) shows a

higher value than the removed lines (16.5 lines). Hence, the fault repairing changes

often increase the codebase of the applications.

Finding 3. Figure 5.11 shows the distribution of change complexity over the

repair patches. The distribution appears to be bimodal with the main peak around

zero and a lower one around one. The change complexity analysis shows that the

changes applied for repairing leak-inducing defects are more concentrated in fewer

files and are less scattered. This result can be a useful finding for automated fault

localization as it shows the high localization in leak-inducing defects.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of change complexity over the repair patches.

Time to resolve (TTR). Figure 5.12 shows distribution of TTR across repair

actions. Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of the TTR for the leak-related and

other defects in the studied projects. To calculate the TTR for other defects, we

collect the created and resolved timestamps of all bugs with the resolution “FIXED”

(except the leak-related defects) from the studied projects in the same time frame

that we collected the leak defects.

Finding 4. On a median, about 5.88 days is needed for developers to fix a

leak-inducing defect. This time is slightly lower than the TTR for repairing non-leak

defects (about 6.04 days). One reason could be that leak-related defects are important

for users and developers. The data in our dataset also confirms this. The issue priority

in about 84% of the issues in projects from Apache are labeled as Blocker, Critical, or

Major (which are the highest priority levels in the Jira bug tracker). This corroborates

with the assumption that leak-inducing defects impose a high negative impact on the

performance of the applications, and are highly prioritized by development teams.

Summary. The change entropy shows that the changes are more concentrated

in fewer files and therefore less scattered. The median TTR of the leak-inducing

defects is about 5.88 days.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of time to resolve per repair action.

5.4.7 Other Findings

In this section, we provide other findings found by our study.

Efficiency of static analysis tools. In RQ2 (Section 5.4.2), we showed that only

in one issue (i.e., CASSANDRA-7709), the resource leak was reported using a static

analyzer. There are many static analysis tools for leak detection. They are mostly

used for resource leak detection (e.g., FindBugs, Coverity, and Infer). Static analyzers

can also be used to detect memory leaks. However, static memory leak detection

is imprecise and not scalable for large programs [130, 132]. This inefficiency can

be attributed mainly to the presence of the garbage collector and lack of runtime

information. However, one could ask why these tools are not mentioned in the studied

issue reports. One reason might be that static analyzers have been employed earlier

in the development process, and all leaks detected were fixed.

In our study, we showed that more than half of the studied leaks are resource leaks.

It is interesting to study whether static analyzers can detect the studied leak issues.

For this purpose, we evaluate our dataset. We randomly select 30 issues reporting

resource leaks from our dataset. As a static analysis tool, we choose Infer which is
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Table 5.8: The evaluation of Infer static analyzer on a sample of resource leaks from
our dataset. Column “Det?” reports whether Infer could detect the defect reported
in the respective issue. “Code-based detection” refers to source code-based detection.
“Defect” type and “Repair” type are explained in Section 5.4.4 and Section 5.4.5,
respectively.
Issue Det? Detection Defect Repair

AMQ-5745 3 Code-based nonClosedRes disposeReg
AMQ-6051 No Runtime exception disposeExcep
CASSANDRA-7709 No Runtime exception disposeExcep
CASSANDRA-9134 No Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
DERBY-5480 3 Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HADOOP-10203 No Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HADOOP-10490 3 Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HADOOP-11014 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
HADOOP-11056 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
HADOOP-11349 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
HADOOP-11368 No Runtime nonClosedRes threadDown
HADOOP-11414 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
HADOOP-9681 3 Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HBASE-10461 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
HBASE-10995 3 Code-based nonClosedRes disposeReg
HBASE-13601 No Runtime exception disposeExcep
HBASE-13797 3 Code-based nonClosedRes disposeReg
HDFS-1118 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
HDFS-1753 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
HDFS-5099 No Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HDFS-5671 No Runtime exception disposeExcep
HDFS-6208 No Code-based nonClosedRes disposeReg
HDFS-6238 3 Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HIVE-12250 No Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HIVE-12790 No Runtime nonClosedRes disposeReg
HIVE-13405 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
MAPREDUCE-6528 No Runtime exception disposeExcep
YARN-2484 No Code-based exception disposeExcep
YARN-2988 3 Code-based nonClosedRes disposeReg
YARN-4581 No Runtime exception disposeExcep
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Figure 5.13: TTR comparison of leak-related and other bugs in studied projects.

used by large software organizations50. We selected Infer because it is an open source

tool and can detect resource leaks in Java. The applicability of Infer for resource leak

detection is also confirmed in the previous work [118].

Table 5.8 shows the result of our evaluation. From 30 issues, Infer was able to

detect the leak defects reported in eight issues. To apply Infer, we first have to build

the buggy version of the application in question which contains the leak. After a

successful build, Infer produces a file reporting all potential resource leaks. Finally,

we investigate whether the file contains the reported leak. We further investigate the

eight issues detected by Infer to find the shared characteristics among those issues.

In all cases, the leaks occurred in normal execution paths. The analysis shows that

Infer was not able to detect leaks triggered in exceptional paths in the sample set.

We also observe that developers repaired the leak defects by disposing of the unclosed

resources in a try-finally block. This result can encourage the researcher and

tool developers to improve current static analysis tools for leak detection.

50http://www.fbinfer.com
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Table 5.9: Comparison of common code transformations found in our study with
previous work. 27Repairs refers to [97].

Our study PAR R2FIX 27Repairs

Conditional disposal of resource 3 3 3

Add disposal method call 5 3 5

Add disposal method 5 5 3

Set obsolete reference to null 5 5 5

Add catch/try-catch block 5 5 3

Add finally/try-finally block 5 5 5

Add try-with-resources statement 5 5 5

Change condition expression 3 5 5

Change method call parameters 3 5 3

Change static object to a no-static 5 5 5

Change to weak reference 5 5 5

Replace method call 3 5 3

Change collection 5 5 5

In some cases, the project could not be quickly built. Hence some issues could not

be detected. Note that if there is a build error, we report that issue as build error as

our focus is about the applicability of Infer.

Comparison of common code transformations. In RQ5 (Section 5.4.5), we

showed 13 common code transformation found in the studied fix patches. Previous

work also reported common repair patterns [62, 74, 97]. PAR [62] found 10 manual

repair patterns for Java. [74] used 8 patterns (2 of them for repairing memory leaks)

to provide patches for bugs in C. [97] introduced 27 automatically extractable repair

patterns.

We compare our 13 patterns with previous work to find which patterns are not

reported before. Table 5.9 shows the result of our evaluation. The result shows that

six code transformations were not reported before. We can also observe that

“conditional disposal of resource” was also used in all studied previous work. The

reason why previous work did not report some of the code transformations found by

our study may be because they focused on functional bugs, while our study targets

leak-related defects. We found that some of the fixes are specific for leak-related

defects. For example, try-with-resources is only introduced to avoid potential

resource leaks caused by not disposing of closable resources.
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5.5 Implications

Based on the findings of our empirical results, we discuss the implications of our study

for both researchers and practitioners.

Prevalence of leak types. Understanding which types of leaks are prevalent in a

project can help to avoid and detect leak defects efficiently. The results of Section 5.4.1

show that each studied project has a particular dominant leak type. This knowledge

can be exploited by prioritizing the most effective detection methods for the dominant

leak types. As shown in Section 5.4.2, memory leaks and resource leaks have distinct

best practice detection methods which can be used in a software development process.

Manual code inspection is the dominant detection method for resource leaks. Projects

with a large number of resource leaks can benefit from this detection method. One can

further improve this by using techniques like code self-review based on the Personal

Software Process (PSP) [55] with checklist items adapted for detection of resource

leaks. For memory leaks, about 63% of the issues are detected or observed using the

runtime information. Projects with a large number of memory leaks should consider

the regular usage of the profiling tools. Profiling measures different metrics such

as memory or time complexity of a program during its runtime. With this data,

programmers can continuously check the resource usage of the program and react

faster to the abnormal behavior.

In practical terms, the knowledge of the dominant leak types can be gained via

(1) mining distribution of the leak types (or at least the dominant ones) from the

bug trackers and repositories, and (2) improving the bug trackers with a labeled

classification of the leaked resource.

Good practices. Good practices can considerably reduce the probability of

introducing a leak defect. Such practices can be obtained for example from Java

documentation or from existing research work. Here we describe two good practices.

Use try-with-resources on AutoCloseable resources. Introduced in Java 7, try-with-

resources statement is an efficient method for better management of the closeable

resources. It ensures that each resource is closed at the end of the try statement. Our

empirical study shows that about 32.4% of the resource leaks are caused by shallow
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exception handling. The try-with-resources statement can help to avoid such defects

as many current Java applications support Java 7 or higher.

Prevent having a strong reference from the value object to its key in a HashMap. As

opposed to regular references, weak references do not protect the objects from being

disposed of by the garbage collector. This property makes them suitable for

implementing cache mechanisms through WeakHashMap, where the entry will be

disposed of as soon as the key becomes unreachable. If the value objects of a

HashMap refers to its key, the programmer should wrap the value as WeakReference

before putting the value into the map as recommended by the Java

documentation51. Otherwise, the key cannot be discarded.

Software testing for leak detection. Software tests can be used as a lightweight

leak detection tool. They are beneficial for decreasing the cost of leak defects by

triggering the leaks before the production phase. Our study shows that over 11%

of the leak defects are detected as the result of a failing test (Table 5.4). Works

like [37, 41] corroborate with our results by showing the effectiveness of leak detection

via testing.

Fault localization. Fault localization is the first step in automated program repair.

Defects with high locality can be repaired with low code churn. Our results showed

that leak defects are highly localized. First, in 57% of the issues, only one file was

modified. This value increases to 73% for repairs with changing two files at most.

Second, in about 90% of the issues, only Java files are changed. These findings can

encourage researchers to improve and develop techniques for the automated repair of

leak defects.

Template-driven patch generation. Previous works proposed patch-generation

techniques based on the templates derived from existing human-written patches [62,

66]. Work [105] showed the existence of common patterns for performance problems in

JavaScript. We evaluated the potential of providing template-driven repairs for leak

defects through studying repair patches. We found 13 common code transformations

used by developers. About 57% of the issues from patch analysis dataset are repaired

by a combination of one or more of these code transformations. These results show the

51https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/WeakHashMap.html
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potential of template-driven patch generation techniques for repairing leak-inducing

defects.

5.6 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the threats to the validity of our study.

Construct validity. The quality of dataset used in our study is a threat to

construct validity. First, we used Jira and GitHub bug tracker to collect leak-related

defects. This set of defects does not necessarily include all leak defects in the studied

applications. Conversely, some investigated defects might never be manifested at

runtime. This might be especially the case for issues found by source-code-based

detection. Second, to answer research questions, we relied on the information provided

in the bug reports as they are the only source of information available. Although

the bug reports in the studied projects are often high-quality reports with useful

information, it is possible that the reporter provided insufficient information in the

report or misdescribed the issue. However, since we investigate a large number of

defects and focus on distributions and their relations, we expect that our findings

describe the characteristics of the whole defect population in general.

Second, We used a simple keyword search to find leak-related bugs. Issues that

do not contain the keyword “leak” can be incorrectly omitted from our data collection

process. We searched for other leak-related keywords, but our query yield many false

positives. To minimize such threats related to insufficient or skewed sampling of the

leak defect population, we used a broad set of leak-related bugs (491 issues) from

15 large-scale projects from a variety of application categories and different software

repositories.

Third, we only found one leak-related defect in our dataset in which a static

analyzer detected the leak. One reason might be that the most leak-related issues

are reported on a released version of an application and not during the development

phase. It might be the case that the developers already used static analyzers in the

development phase to remove the potential leak-related defects in the production

environment.
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Internal validity. Experimenter bias and errors are threats to internal validity.

In this study, we heavily used manual analysis for categorization. When generating

taxonomies defined in our study, we manually extracted the contents of the issues

and used our knowledge to assign a bug to a category. To lower the risk of error in

the process of manual categorization, we applied the open coding methodology. We

have spent many hours studying all data related to each defect such as issue title and

description, developer discussions, and repair patches.

External validity. Threats to external validity are related to the generalizability

of our findings and implications. We collect our dataset from different categories

of open source projects. The projects may not be representative for closed source

projects. Our results are derived from 15 projects, and some findings may not apply

to projects written in other languages. However, other managed languages share

similarities with Java in terms of memory management and may benefit from some

of our findings. For instance, the open with statement is available in Python for

resource management similar to the try-with-resources statement in Java.

5.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we conducted a comprehensive empirical study on 491 reported

resource and memory leaks from 15 large open-source Java applications. We found

that the resource leaks are slightly more often reported than memory leaks. About

45% of the resource leaks were detected using source-code analysis while more than

70% of the memory leaks were detected during runtime. We also showed that about

54% of the leak-inducing defects were repaired by modification of only one source

file which implies a high localization of the repairs. Our analysis revealed that

collection mismanagement and non-closed resources are the main root causes of the

leak defects. We also investigated the repair patches and found 13 common code

transformations for repairing the leak-inducing defects. Finally, we derived some

implications from our findings which can help both researchers and practitioners for

a better understanding of the characteristics of the resource and memory leaks and

their repairs.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

In this dissertation, we proposed approaches for automated debugging of crashing

bugs and memory leak detection. We also conducted an empirical study on leak-

inducing defects and their repairs to provide further insight into the properties of

such defects. This section summarizes our findings and draws some directions for

future work on automated debugging.

6.1 Conclusion

Recently software development is changed radically. With new development

concepts such as agile development, each developer commits new codes to the

codebase repository more than before. Therefore, the codebase of software grows in

a non-linear fashion. In such a complex environment, the rate of creating new bugs

after the code changes are relatively high. Therefore, the need for automated

debugging and repair techniques and tools is higher than at any time.

In this thesis, we incorporated the following observations: 1) Today’s software

consists of many intermediate versions where two following versions differ only in

a minimal subset of the code locations. 2) Each software is supported by a large

number of tests to assure the software quality. Based on these observations, we tried

to propose new approaches for automated debugging of functional and non-functional

bugs. We highly focused on leak-inducing defects as they could profoundly affect the

software quality. In addition to the newly proposed technique for leak detection
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based on version comparison, we conducted an empirical study to acquire a better

understanding of the properties of such defects. We believe that such a study could

be beneficial for both practitioners and researchers to improve the existing techniques

on leak detection and diagnosis.

Automated debugging of crashing bugs. We have presented a scalable

approach in Chapter 3 for isolation of failure-inducing changes which exploits

version differences together with static and dynamic analysis. Our method had two

essential strengths. First, the size of the set of suspicious statements is proportional

to the size of recent code changes, making it potentially applicable to large projects.

Secondly, the additional runtime overhead is on the order of executing a test

triggering bug search. This allows for integrating our approach in a traditional

testing process in order to enhance test outcomes with locations of potential defects.

Our preliminary evaluation of a large-scale project (Apache Hadoop) showed that

results are promising, and the approach could locate some defects with high accuracy.

Automated leak detection via regression testing. Although only one

percent of all defects in large open-source projects are memory-related issues [78],

they can substantially increase the cost of ownership of large-scale software systems.

Unfortunately, their inherent characteristics (namely long latency before

manifestation and a weak link between defects and symptoms) substantially hamper

their detection and isolation via traditional unit and integration tests.

We presented an approach for memory leak diagnosis which exploits existing tests

(Chapter 4). It is based on version comparison approach in combination with data

analysis. Our technique can alert about suspected presence of memory leaks and

provides a ranked list of suspicious allocation sites.

Our approach showed multiple advantages. First, the effort of setup and

integration into existing testing processes is low because no test modification is

required and existing test processes and frameworks can be used. Therefore, this

method can be integrated into the regression testing phase. In this phase,

developers can apply our approach to find potential memory leaks. Secondly, the

diagnosis is sufficiently accurate which can substantially shorten the repair time.

Finally, the execution overhead (even in our prototypical system) is acceptable and

makes it applicable in the development environment.
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Empirical study on resource and memory leaks. Diagnosis of leak-inducing

defects is one of the main challenges for both researchers and practitioners in software

development and maintenance. Understanding the characteristics of resource and

memory leaks can provide useful information to improve leak diagnosis techniques

further. For this purpose, we conducted a detailed empirical study on a large dataset

(491 issues from 15 mature projects) to understand how leaks are detected, which

defects create them, and which types of repairs exist. Our findings and implications

showed that even by simple changes in the quality assurance processes (e.g., code

review, testing), the avoidance and diagnosis of leaks could be significantly improved.

6.2 Outlook

Despite the extensive research on automated debugging, we are not there yet to debug

and repair all bugs automatically. Here, we suggest some directions for future research

based on the results of this thesis.

The proposed approach on automated debugging of failure-inducing changes

(Chapter 3) showed some limitations. First, we only used static analysis.

Incorporating dynamic analysis for collecting runtime information such as the value

of conditional expressions might improve the effectiveness of our approach. Second,

our approach could not pinpoint the root cause of the bugs. Contrasting runtime

data collected during the passing and failing run might help programmers to

understand the causes of the failure.

Our approach for memory leak detection presented in chapter 4 can be improved

in the following directions. First, we can set a threshold on the confidence score for

automated detection of potential memory leaks. We found that such a threshold is

project-specific, i.e., we need to adjust the threshold value for each project separately.

We need to perform a detailed study on the impact of different threshold values on

a variety of applications to find the optimal threshold value. Secondly, our approach

introduced a relatively high runtime overhead. Although our approach is designed

for the development and not production, we can still optimize the performance of our

approach in order to reduce the runtime and memory overheads. For example, we

can instrument only the part of the code which is relevant to the recent code changes.
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We can also execute the unit tests which only correspond to the changed code. With

such optimization, one can run our approach after each commit in the development

cycle. Thirdly, as our approach is highly based on the code coverage, in some cases,

it resulted in a low rank for the actual leaky allocation site. A promising approach

is to modify unit tests to achieve higher coverage of the modified code regions. The

other direction is to generate new unit tests for triggering all possible allocation sites.

Our study in Chapter 5 provided some fruitful information about resource and

memory leaks. For example, the results of our study showed that the manual runtime

analysis is still the primary weapon of the practitioners for leak detection. It also

showed that state-of-the-art tools (such as Infer) are not yet powerful to detect all

types of resource and memory leaks. Therefore, one can ask why existing automated

leak detection tools and techniques are rarely used in practice, why current tools are

not helpful for the detection of all leak defects. The result of such an evaluation can

pave the way for further improvement of existing leak detection tools.

From our observation, we found that there exist repair patterns for fixing leak-

inducing defects. For example, we found 13 recurring code transformation. One

could work on new techniques or combined the existing automated repair techniques

for fixing the leak-inducing defects. One direction can be template-driven patch

generation as used in previous work [62, 66].

When a new technique is proposed, it should be evaluated. One common approach

is to evaluate the new technique against benchmarks. However, to our knowledge,

there are no such benchmarks for leak-inducing defects. Most previous works used a

limited number of leaks to evaluate their approaches. Therefore, one can implement

a fault injector which simulates the distribution of the leak types and the defect types

in real applications. It can serve as a practical benchmarking tool for the evaluation

of methods and tools for leak diagnosis.
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